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Proposed City Budget For 1973 Is $816,200
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Truman Funeral Rites
To Be Held At Library
s„ mow N-,1

Small possum in the backyard
last night. He was moving about
looking for something to eat. As
We watched him, he climbed up
the twin Post Oak and moved
out on a branch a little over
head high. We walked out into
the yard to get a good close up
look at him and he merely
looked at us and hissed softly.
He was a young un but apparently large enough to take
care of himself. We looked out
later as he watched a big cat
which was out in the yard. The
cat probably did not know he
was even under survelliance.
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Figure Is Over $90,000
More Than 1972 Budget
The Murray City Council,
meeting in special session last
night, approved a budget for
1973 amounting to $816,200;
approved an ordinance on the
first reading fixing the salaries
of city employees for 1973; and,
approved the -sale of $1,060,000
in water and sewer system
bonds.
The council will meet again
tonight at 7 p.iii. for the regular
meeting.
The new budget is $93,500
higher than the $722,700 budget
for 1972.
A comparision of the 1972
budget and the proposed 1973
budget shows that the city
anticipates an additional $30,000
next year from the insurance
tax; approximately $227000
more from sanitation department fees and an additional
$26,000 in property, poll and
franchise taxes.
The proposed budget, which
was presented to the council by
Roy Starks, shows an increase
in police department salaries
from $129,824 to $140,000 next
year and an increase in fire
department salaries from
$123,800 to $140,000.

INDEPENDENCE, Mo.( AP
once the doors were opened,
Truman's gravesite is just
— After simple funeral services people of all ages streamed outside the library office where
devoid of eulogy, former Presi- past the coffin in eloquent, si- the former president wrote his
dent Harry S. Truman is to be lent tribute. They moved three books, prepared the lec••••ii
buried today in the courtyard through at the rate of nearly 2,- tures he delivered on college
of the Truman Library.
000 per hour, and the line still campuses and where he reOnly 250 guests were invited, stretched for a quarter mile ceived diplomats and schoolfew of them of national renown, after midnight.
boys.
in keeping with the unMargaret Truman Daniel, her
pretentious solemnity that has husband, Clifton, and their four
Official Washington and the
Sen. Carroll Hubbard
marked the days since his boys were at the brief ceremo- international community
will
death Tuesday.
nies that preceded the lying-in- have a memorial service Jan. 5
Truman's widow, Bess, who state. So were 60 others who in the National Cathedral.
And
had been secluded in her grief had been part of Truman's un- there was to be another
service
in the house they shared for 53 official life—such as the family in nearby Kansas City
today
years, was to be at the final maid, a long-time guard and for those who wanted but
could
rite for the nation's 33rd presi- Rose Conway, who for many not get into the courtyard in Indent and to receive the flag years was Truman's secretary. dependence.
We think it odd that this little that draped the coffin._
State Senator Carroll HubAs the nation began a day or
animal existed during the times
bard will edit and sponsor a
mourning
proclaimed
by
Presiof the Dinosaurs, yet outlasted
weekly "State Government
dent Nixon, thousands still
them.
Report" to appear in the Ledger
were paying their respects to
& Times beginning the week of
A reader calls to say that the Truman, lying in state in the
January I, 1973.
marble
lobby
the
library.
of
picture we ran of the little girl
Hubbard, a partner in the
They had lined up on the
CUMBERLAND, Ky.(AP) — that it is a disaster for the Mayfield law firm of Hubbard,
yesterday was a terrible picdrives leading to the hillside
Two weeks after the mudslide people involved whether a Weisenberger
ture. This is the one of the little
di
Null,
building before military pallbegan on Sanctified Hill, feder- great cross-section of people is represents Calloway, Carlisle,
South Vietnamese children
bears placed the coffin on a
al money and manpower are on affected or not," the aide said. Fulton, Graves and Hickman
running terrified from a fire catafalque
draped in black silk.
hand to help the victims.
bombing. We agree, war is a
Roberts estimated the mud Counties and a part of Marshall
Richard M. Nixon and Lynterrible thing. There is nothing don B. Johnson
Mayor Darrell Roberts said was waving about five inches County in the Kentucky General
had separate,
good about it. Perhaps if more private moments at the coffin Wednesday that the Office Of every 24 hours and said 17 Assembly. He indicated today
people see the terrible things of the man who had preceded Economic Opportunity has set h, uses and the Macedonia Bap- that the weekly report would be
which occur in war, it may them in the nation's highest of- aside $10,000 for the 89 evaC- tist Church have been daniaged "a news and feature column
someday be stopped Formerly fice.
uees "to draw upon for paying Si, far.
which will major on state
only the combat soldier saw the
"These houses are about to government happenings afrent, food, clothing or whatever
tilt over and drop to the bottom fecting our area of Kentueky."
terrible things which go on
else they might need."
during a war. Fine young men
Each newspaper in the First
In addition, two representa- af the hill," Roberts said, addlying dead in a ditch, displaced
tives of the Office of Emergen- ing that the city was attempt- Senatorial District will publish
old people, destruction, famine,
cy preparedness arrived from rig to find a heavy equipment the report. These newspapers
animalistic
-rape,
.
laidger
Atlanta tb collect YAInrrnation operator 'wtx. could etre
TOMO
per sons were taken to
manifestations, attempts at
on
the slide which started down cable around the dwellings ti Murray Democrat, Fulton
the
Murray-Calloway
County
survival, all the terrible things
Daily
Leader,
Hickman
the hill Dec. 14. "They're prevent further movement.
The mayor also announced Courier, Fulton Shopper,
that go on in a war. Yes, pic- Hospital following a two car- taking pictures and surveying
tures like the burned, terrified collision Wednesday at the the area," the tliayor reported. the evacuees will have first pri- Carlisle County News, Hickman
SAIGON (AP) — U.S. bombority on obtaining space in a County Gazette, The Tribune- ers kept up saturation
child running down a road are intersection of 8th and Main
air atHowever, another federal housing project now under conshocking. We'll print all we can Streets.
Courier ( Benton), and The tacks against the Hanoi and
agency
criticism
came
for
in
Deborah
Johnson,
K.
20,
struction.
Some families were Mayfield Messenger.
to let people know that war, as
Haiphong areas today, 'old the
Sherman said, is hell. May be, Route One, Vickie P. Roberts, from an aide to Gov. Wendell quartered there temporarily
The mluinn will appear in U.S. Command announced the
the people all over the world 18, 408'2 S. 6th, and Katie Ford for not responding quickly but now have been placed in The Ledger & Times each loss of two more B52 tximbers
private residences.
will come to the same con- Blalock, 311 N. 10th, were seen to the Cumberland situation.
Wednesday. .
and a big re cue helicopter.
The aide, Ron Johnson, said
The city also is seeking an
clusion, that we must live and released at the hospital,
Hubbard, a Murray native,
Six men were reported missaccording to hospital officials. the governor has twice asked emergency declaration from was elected State Senator in ing
without war.
in one of the B52s, raising
Police Department reports the Department of Housing and the Federal Housing Adminis- 1967 and was re-elected last to
at least 81 the total number
said
cars driven by Miss Urban Development for mobile tration.
A lot of people know that such
year.
of Americans missing, killed or
things go on, but just hate to see Johnson, who was headed east homes to house the evacuees.
The only response, Johnson
them. Keep them out of sight on Main, and Miss Roberts, who
Noon Prayer Call
Daily Devotion
and things are all right. What was headed south on 8th, sai(l, was an acknowledgement
cannot be seen, has not hap- collided Wednesday at 9:15 p.m. that the first request was reDamage to the Johnson ceived.
pened.
vehicle was to the front end,and
"The governor's position is
(Continued on Page Twelve)
damage to the Roberts car was
ATTEND NOON PRAYER CALI.
member of the party and it is never cut. If one
to the right front, according to
member of the party falls into a crevasse or
EACH DAY AT THE COURTHOUSE
police.
gets into some other difficulty the rope
The Ledger & Times, in cooperation with the
Cars driven by Mildred K.
local Ministerial Association, will publish a daily
is used to pull him to safety, so that all may
Canady, Route Five, and Earl
rtevOtronal over the next two weeks in con
go up the peak together. It is a wonderful
lunction with the Key '73 Noon Prayer call
Tonight fair and not so cool, E. Herndon, 1604 Magnolia,
feeling to an unexperienced climber to know
nationwide observance
involved
were
in.
a
two-car
low in the low and mid 30s. Frithat he is tied to one that has climbed many
Zechariah! God has heard your prayer, and
day gradually increasing collision on South 4th at 4:10
mountains.
your wife Elizabeth will bear you a son. You
according to police
The worldwide prayer and
cloudiness and a little warmer,
John came to bear witness of one that is
name
are
to
him
How
John.
glad
happy
reports.
and
will
repentance
'73
of
phase
Key
high around 60. Saturday mild
able
to lead us over the top. Help to pull us to
you
will
and
be.
how
many
happy
Investigating
will
others
officers said the be observed with a continentalwith a chance of showers.
safety when we loose our footing and we are
be when he is born! He will be a great man in
Canady car was backing out of a style breakfast and a short
slipping over the edge, falling into divers
Kentucky's Extended Outlook parking place, headed east, and devotional prayer in the Social
the Lord's sight.
'temptations.
for Saturday through Monday:
For many years Israel had been looking for
the Herndon car was headed Hall of the First United
Prayer: Our Father, we are grateful for
Mild with showers Saturday. north on 4th, when the,,accident Methodist Church from 7:30 to
some one to lead them in a new direction.
the life of John - for his testimony to the tact
Turning cooler in the west with occurred.
Malachi prophesied concerning John.
8:15 ann. on Thursday, January
that Jesus is the "Lamb of God that taketh
showers ending in the east Sun"Behold I will send my messenger, and he
Damage to the Herndon car 4, 11, 18 and 25.
away
the sins of the world" We pray that this
day. Fair and cooler Monday. was to the right front, according
prepare
the way before me."
shall
"Key '73 is a combined effort
nation under God will receive the wisdom and
Highs in the 40s and low 50s to police. No damage was
is
good
have
It
lean
one
to
some
to
on
in
denominations
our
to
call
af all
return to God in the year 1973.
Saturday, lowering into the 40s reported to the Canady vehicle.
time of trouble. In mountain climbing, all the
ci'Wilma
to Christ.'
a
Thought For the Day: When we are tied to
Sunday and Monday. Lows in
parties
together
tied
are
a
The
rope.
on
Citations issued Wednesday sp•*est tail said.
Christ, He will always bear us,up.
the 40s Saturday morning, low- included one for D.W.I., one for
poorest
safest
climber
is
the
given
on
place
All interested iwrsans are
ering to the upper 30s Sunday speeding, and
the rope and all are tied to a guide who is the
James E. Garrett
one for no city invited and urged to attend one
and to the low 30s by Monday sticker and no
first to go up and the last to come down the
Oak Grove Cumberland
state inspection or all of these prayer breakmorning.
mountain.The rope is used to protect each
Presbyterian Church
sticker.
fasts.
.•

Hubbard To
Write Weekly
'State Report'

Government Aid Arrives For
Victims of Cumberland Slide

Everyone Needs Someone To Lean On
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Allied Bombers iteep Up Seige
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used for equipment purchase in
all city departments.
Last night's sale of water and
sewer bonds will save the city
approximately $200,000 in interest payments, according to
L. L. Dupe. Jr., fiscal agent
for the city.
The bonds, totaling $1,060,000
were resold at a lower interest
rate than on the original bonds
which accounted for the subsequent savings to the city.
Seasongood & Mayer & Co.,
IncaStifel, Nicolaus & Co., Inc.
was the low bidder on the bonds
with an interest rate of 5.6135.
The total interest on the bonds,
the last of which matures in
1993, is $1,039,151.25, less the
premium bid of $31,800 for a net
iaterest of $1,007,351.25.
Others submitting bids were:
Halsey, Stewart & Co. with an
interest rate of 5.6175; and L. L.
Dupree and Co. with an interest
rate of 5,919. •
The ordinance passed on we
first reading by the council
setting the salaries for city
employees also designated the
number of holidays granted to

Two Bombers, Helicopter Lost
Against Hanoi-Haiphong Areas;

Two-Car Accident
Occurs Wednesday
Three

The Weather
==aggsmang2====

Total expenditures for the
police and fire departments are
estimated at approximately
$20,000 higher than 1972 for each
department next year.
The city has also agreed to
pay all of the hospitalization
insurance
premiums for
covered city employees in lieu
of an annual 5 per cent raise in
salary. Previously the city has
paid half the premium and the
employee half. This move will
increase
the
city's
hospitalization insurance
payment from $14,000 in 1972 to
$:12,500 in 1973.
The City Park, which was
budgeted $14,200 for 1972,
received an increase to $17,500
in the proposed budget for 1973.
It was pointed out by counedit lan'Starks, who is chairman
of the council's finance committee, that the $5,000 budgeted
for street paving in 1973 will be
supplemented
by
approximately $62,000 that the city
will receive as its share of the
state's gasoline tax.
Starks also said
that
Murray's share of the federal
revenue sharing money can be

Prayer Breakfasts
For Key '73 Are
Planned At Church

captured in the air attack on
the North Vietnamese heartland that began Dec. 18. Two
other Anierican.s were killed
aboard a Navy destager hit by
shore fire.
The attack on the heavily defended Hanoi and Haiphong
areas resulted in the heaviest
weekly. American casualties in
nearly two years. The U.S.
Command's weekly casualty
summary today said seven
Americans were killed in action
last week, 73 were missing and
29 were wounded. Four of the
dead were killed in air operations in Laos, the Command
said.

agency said it did unit kn... it
any of its employes were killed
or injured.
Hanoi claimed five more B52
bombers were shot down, including four in the Hanoi area,
and-several crewmen were captured.
The U.S. Corirhand said one
B52 was hit over North Vietnam and crashed early today
near the Nakon Phanom Air
Base in northeastern Thailand.
The six crewmen parachuted
and were rescued.
Another B52 was shot down in
the Hanoi area Tuesday, the
Conn»and said. The six crewmen were listed as missing.
The Air Force CH53 helicopNorth Vietnam said again
ter crashed in Laos Wednesday
that it would not yield to the
after it was hit during a rescue
heaviest air assaults of the
operation in North Vietnai», time
war, which have left much of
communique said. The crew
greater Hanoi and Haiphong in
was rescued, but one man was
flailies and rubble, according to
wounded.
a bomb-damage report by the
The U.S. Command now has
U.S. Ciatimand.
admitted the loss of 23 aircraft
The North Vietnamese For- in the Hanoi-Haiphong blitz, ineign Ministry said waves of 852 cluding 14 of the Strategic Air
bianbers and fighter-bombers Command!s $8 million 852 ,
carried
out
more "ex- bombers. Hanoi claims it tas
termination" raids Wednesday shot down 71 U.S. planes, innight against many densely cluding 31 B52s.
U.S. military sources said the
populated areas, including
Hanoi'apd Haiphong arid their fliers that the helicopter was
Irving to rescuc apparently had
suburbs.
Novi's», a Soviet press agen- beeniittirett- and the North
cy, said in Moscow that its of- Vietnamese tricked the helicop
fice in Hanoi was destroyed ter crew into flying into an amduring a raid Wednesday. The bush.

Roger Babson's Business and Financial Forecast For 1973
By Babson's Reports Inc.
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
Our Forecast a year ago was heavily laced with reasons for
optimism regarding economic and financial prospects for 1972. In
retrospect, our two key predictions proved to be correct. On the
economic front we envisioned the emergence of a more hopeful
attitude on the part of businessmen and consumers thatowould
speed up the economic recovery. On the financial front we
projected a good year for the stock market in 1972, and indicated
that the Dow Jones Industrial Average would pierce the 1,000
mark in either late summer or early fall.
Home Free In '73?
1972 turned out to be a year of almost unbroken economic and
business progress. The public might well have been more keenly
aware of this healthy environment had it not been for the
politically motivated rhetoric on some of the less-than-Utopian
aspects of the business picture. The most facile means of
forecasting is, of course,simply to take prevailing conditions and
project them into the future, even though this is not necessarily
the most logical or accurate way. Such an approach is commonly
used among laymen,and often even by those more knowledgeable

in business affairs. Little wonder, then, that just as optimists
were conspicuous by their absence a year ago, most forecasters of
1973 business up to this point reflect today's enthusiasm and
happy anticipation.
Pockets Of Potential Trouble
The staff of Babson's Reports once again stands somewhat
apart from the herd and takes a more moderate view of
developments over the next twelve months. Our opinion is far
from pessimistic, but it does incorporate a healthy respect for
some of the vital problems which the nation's economy may have
to face in the new year. Hence, readers of this Babson Forecast
are advised to be psychologically prepared to cope with possible
disruptions of varying intensity along the labor front, on the
monetary scene, in the fight against inflation, and in areas of high
sociological sensitivity.
Strike Threat
A year from now, we may look back and credit labor relations
with having molded the profile of 1973's business - pattern.
Whether the nation is to suffer an inordinate degree of economic
dislocation during the coming twelve months could depend to a
considerable extent on just how aggressively and persistently

labor leaders press their demanc's, and also on how the Administration handles the labor isstes in its effort to stave off
serious, long-term injury to the economy from further ravages of
inflation. While the Babson staff is hopeful that the
over all damage will not be excessive, there are bound to be a
number of conflicts which will jar business and public confidence
for a while.
labor-management confrontations will start at the crack of the
new year and, except for brief respites, will remain on scene
throughout 1973. It is estimated that more than 4,000,000 workers
ip a fistful of key industries will become involved in new labor •
contract negotiations. First at bat are the United Rubber Workers
who are already facing the petrochemical companies to hammer
out a labor pact to replace the one just expiring. Bargaining will
be due thereafter in rubber, cement, construction, apparel, retail
trade, services, electrical manufacturing, and foods. Most important, however, are negotiations involving the Teamsters and
Union Auto Workers. The fact that both of these significant
contract expirations will be quite close together is disturbing,
since industrial production could plummet sharply for an in-

definite period if either or both groups should strike.
Inflation—Grave or Tolerable?
Prospects for 1973 hinge so importantly upon the inflation threat
that an early examination of this subject seems appropriate.
There are two types of inflation, monetary and price. In trying to
pull the economy out of its recent recession, the monetary
authorities opened the spigot and increased the money supply.
They accomplished their objective, and their recent actions have
been more moderate. In 1973, therefore, we can look for the
monetary officials to "lean against the wind" whenever it
becomes necessary to squelch any fresh threat from inflationary
forces. But unless price I and wage I inflation commences to slip
out of control, it is not likely that the severe tightening of money
and credit which precipitated the 1968—'69 credit crunch will be
repeated.
This does not mean we have put inflation entirely at rest. Some
price and wage inflation seems unavoidable in the year ahead;
the primary question is just how severe it will be. Determining
factors will be the behavior of labor, management, and the
Administration, If labor is aggressive and adamant in its
(Continued on Page Eight )
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Israelis are ready
and alert for action
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A second look at 'junk'

Now it's 'nostalgia'
and valuable
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an ugly refrigerator
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Six months ago a married couple we
know split up. The wife sold all the furniture, so we bought
their large new refrigerator, and I let her have my older,
smaller one.
Five weeks later this couple went back together again.
The wife had told tier husband that we had agreed to
return their refrigerator if they ever decided to reconcile.
(This is not true.]
Well, we didn't want to make a big stink, so we agreed
to return their refrigerator and take our old one back.
I had theirs delivered, and when ours arrived I was
horrified! The wife had painted, "I AM UGLY" on the door
of the refrigerator in bright blue enamel!
I called her up and asked her about it. She said, "Go to
h---s you fat b—!"
Abby, we didn't have to sell her refrigerator back to
her, we did it as a favor to her. Now, we've been getting
vulgar letters and crank phone calls from her, and when
we pass her on the road she makes obscene gestures.
(She's 22 years old. i
The police suggest we sign a complaint against her. We
are easy-going people and don't want to cause trouble. We
just want to be left alone. Don't say, "talk to the husband."
He's henpecked.
Any suggestions?
MRS. M.
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DEAR MRS. M.: If she's annoying you, by all means
sign a complaint. The poor woman sounds disturbed to me.
DEAR ABBY: Something has bugged me for a long
time. Maybe you can put me straight on it
It irritates me when my grown, married children who
have their own homes just walk right in without knocking
or caging—and sometimes without even speaking
I would not do that to them as I respect their privacy
enough to knock on their door.
Am I just a selfish person to resent this invasion of my
privacy? And why do grown children do this?
NO NAME, PLEASE

Ted McCuiston and Cindy Outland
New Concord Basketball King & Queen

Mrs. John lrvan
Hostess, Bessie
Tucker Meeting
The Bessie Tucker Circle of
the United Methodist Women of
the First United Methodist
Church held its December
meeting in the home of Mrs.
John Irvan, chairman, who
opened the meeting with a
thought for the holiday season.
Mrs. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
presented a very timely and
inspiring program in which she
reviewed a Christmas story
entitled "In Search For
Christmas" by James E.
Fogartie.
During the business session
the treasurer, Mrs. Conrad
Jones, gave her report including what...was made on the
circle's auction in November.
John Irvan was the auctioneer
for the circle at the meeting.
Members were urged to
watch for a TV spot on "Key
'73" on January 6.
The hostess served delicious
refreshments to the twelve
members and two guests, Mrs.
E. W. Riley and Mrs, Samuel R.
Dodson, Jr.
The :January meeting will be
with Mrs. James Diuguid.

Mrs. James Carlin
Opens Home For
Group Luncheon
The lovely home of Mrs.
James Carlin on the Doran
Road was the scene of the
December luncheon held by the
Dorothy Group of the Baptist
Women of the First Baptist
Church.
Mrs. J.D. Rayburn read the
scripture from the book of Luke
and accompanied Mrs. Carlin
who sang "0 Holy Night." The
group also sang Christmas
carols.
The group leader, Mrs. H. L.
Oakley, presided. The blessing
was given by Mrs. Rayburn
preceding the luncheon.
A new member present was
Mrs. Max Beale. Two visitors
were Mrs. James Shelton and
Mrs. G. T. Moody.

Stella 4-H Club
Elects Officers
New officers were elected at
the meeting of the Stella 4-H
Club held at the home of the
leader, Mrs. Shirley Curd.
Everett Hart was elected as
president and Dawn Sledd as
vice-president. Other officers
McKinney,
Teresa
are
secretary-treasurer, Stephanie
Wyatt, reporter; Celisa Curd,
song leader; Ronnie Wilson,
recreational leader.

(David Hill photo I

Ted McCuiston And
Cindy Outland Are
Saturday, December 30
Annual New Year's Eve
Dance at the Murray-Calloway
Country Club. Dancing from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m, to music of Byron
Gallimore and his band. Admission $10 per couple. No
reservations necessary.
The annual potluck dinner for
the congregation of the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ
will be held in the all-purpose
room of the basement at six
p.m.
Sunday, December 31
A New Year's Eve party will
be at the Oaks Country Club at
nine p.M. with breakfast at one
a.m. Reservations at one dollar
per couple should be made by
December 30 with Messrs and
Mesdames Delmer Brewer,
J. P. Parker, David Thompson,
or A. R. Hatcher.
Mr. and Mrs. V.O. Shelton
will celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary with an
open house of their foster son,
Jimmy Wilkinson and wife, at
515 Shady Lane, Murray, from
two to five p.m. All friends and
relatives are invited. No gifts
please.

Named At Concord
Miss Cindy Outland and Ted
McCuiston were crowned as
Queen and King at the annual
homecoming basketball game
held at New Concord School.
The new queen is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hardy
Outland of Murray Route Five
and the new king is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ted McCuiston,
Sr., of Murray Route Four. Both
are members of the eighth
grade class at the school.
Their attendants were Debbie
Renfroe and Rodney Eaker,
seventh grade; Julie Williams
and Gary Eaker, sixth grade;
Debbie Claxton and Floyd
Harper, fifth grade.
O.B. Garland and Miss Karan
Causey, reigning king and
queen,
crowned their successors and presented trophies
to the attendants. The new
basketball queen was also
presented a dozen long stemmed roses. The queen's attendants as well as the
cheerleaders wore red and
white corsages.

Bob Allen, principal of the
satool, introduced the new
royalty and their court upon
their entrance. Background
music for the ceremony was
arranged by Jeffrey Raspberry.
homecoming
the
, Alter
festivities the New Concord
Redbirds -defeated the Hazel
Lions 58 to 54 in he varsity
Mrs. Hardiman Miller was game and 38 to 27 in the "B"
hostess for the meeting of the game.
New Providence Homemakers
Club held at her home on
Tuesday, December 12.

DEAR NO NAME: It's habit. Since your home was
mice THEIR home, even time they have their own homes
now, they feel that what's yours is still theirs.
If you are bugged by their lark of consideration for
your privacy, why not lay it on the line and get it over with?
DEAR ABBY I have an experience I would like to
share with other frustrated parents.
When our kids were in high school we were quite strict.
There were places they cbuldn't go, and things they
couldn't do. They gave us the old line, "Everybody else is."
We spent many uneasy hours wondering if perhaps we were
depriving them of some harmless fun, but we stuck to our
guns.
Now our children are grown and have families of their
own, and each of them has come to me and said, "I'm glad
you held us down when we were kids. If we didn't go along
with the other kids we were chicken, but if Pop said "No."
that settled it, and we were off the hook."
I asked, "Then why did you gripe so much because you
couldn't do what the other kids could do?" They said,
"Well, sometimes we didn't think we ought to, but we half
wanted to. We would have done it if you had let us—and if
we got in trouble, we would have blamed you, because you
let us do it. Thanks, Mother, for not letting us get in
trouble."
MRS. C IN LISBON, N. H.
DEAR MRS. C.: Well said.
CONFIDENTIAL TO S. J. IN HONOLULU: Some wives
Waist that their husbands wear wedding rings because they
think it will stop the circulation
Problems? Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write to
ABBY, BOX
7OS. L. A., CALIF. 906411 and enclose a
stamped. addressed envelope.
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-Agers Want to
Know," send SI to Abby, Boa MOO, Ls Angeles, Cal, SM.

473440.talk\\

Miller Home Scene
Of New Providence
Homemakers Meet

BY GAY PAULEY
NEW YORK (UPI): My
nwither used to say, "the
rainute you throw something
away, you need it." Now it
seems she might also have
said, "the minute you throw
something away, it becomes a
collector's item."
Had we all listened, we
might own a treasure trove.
Mrs. Chlora Farmer
FOR WHAT'S going on
with the hems most of us
used to consider junk and discard when it came time to
clean out attics, closets and
basement is hard to believe.
Many items are worth money.
These are things from the
1930s and 1940s at that!
Mrs. Chlora Farmer will
For instance, the increasing interest in political
celebrate her 82nd birthday on
Americana has forced prices
Friday, December 29, with a
of many political objects inspecial and at the Comcluding buttons of the '30s and
munity Center on Ellis Drive.
'40s to relatively high levels.
The Murray woman resides at
HOOVER, Roosevelt, Lanea Hurt Drive, Murray. Prior
don, Garner and Willkie butto moving to her present
tons which once fetched only
apartment, she had her own
a few dollars now bring SIS to
home on North 12th Street for
$25. I own a mug which says,
many years. Her husband was "Alf Landon for President"
Homer Farmer who died in
but I fear it's a reproduction.
1956.
Political memorabilia is
Mrs. Farmer has four
just one of many categoriet of
items from the recent past
daughters who are Mrs. Osro
which have become collectEstelle) Butterworth of
ibles. So says John Mebane,
Murray Route One, Mrs.
author of several books on
Harding Itiattie Lee Galloway
collecting and antiques, editor
of Murray Route Seven, Mrs. of thito
Antiques Journal and
Billy (Jo) Tidwell of Murray
writer of an antiques column
Route Two, and Mrs.Boyd for an Atlanta newspaper.
( Mattie Lou Riley of Detroit,
Mebane's latest book "ColMich. One daughter, Mrs. lecting Nostalgia" (Arlington
Gertrude Lamb, is deceased. House, New Rochelle, N. Y.)
is called —rhe First Guide to
The almost 82 year old
the Antiques of the 30s and
Murray resident has nineteen
grandchildren, fifty great 40s." It's a delightful voyage
along memory lane as well as
grandchildren, and four great
practical guide.
great grandchildren.
MEBANE HOLDS that the
Mrs. Farmer underwent
surgery last year to have a pace alert collector can spot the
dark-horse candidates for a
maker attached to her heart. sharp rise in value,
recognize
She is able to do her own work tomorrow's treasures, and get
and still attends church at the in on the ground floor of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of next antiques boom.
Christ.
Who'd have thought that
"depression glass," inexpensive ware made during the
'30s when fine crystal and
porcelain were out of the

Mrs. Farmer Will
Celebrate Her 82nd
Birthday On Friday

Personal Shower

question for most families,
would he having a boom
among today's collectors?
Or, that an old NRA (National Recovery Act) membership poster from the
Roosevelt early New Deal
days would not be sought)
And if you were lucky
enough to acquire a full set of
five Dionne quintuplet spoons,
they're worth $35 ior
more.
l'
And other Dionne souvenir
items also are valuable.
The list of collectibles in
the 367-page book is long and
includes Minnie and Mickey
Mouse bisque toothbrush holders, Shirley Temple dolls, a
Betty Hoop watch, first edition of "Gone With the Wind."
art deco, several games, Atwater Kent radios, old comic
books, Depression scrip,
World War II ration books,
autographs of prominent
Nazis from Adolf Hitler to Rudolf Hess, old movie posters,
and sheet music.
MEBANE SAYS the new
items most likely to retain
value and perhaps appreciate
in the coming years could be
divided into one or more of
the following categories:
• They should have been
associated intimately with
some important historical, social or 'economic development.
• They should have been
associated with some new
movement, particularly in the
field of the arts. Women's lib
memorabilia may one day become a collectible.
• They should have been
produced in limited quantities
so they would have the appeal
of relative scarcity.
• They should have beet
produced simultaneoush•
with or as an integral part of
new trends in entertainment.
For instance, the early comic
books
• They should possess
some intrinsic value or merit
--such things as articles of
silver and precious stones or
more "trivial" items such as
dolls and toys that seem to
fascinate all ages.

Given In Honor

Patricia McCann
Miss Patricia McCann, brideelect of Kenneth Hosford, was
delightfully complimented with
a personal shower held recently
at the home of Mrs. Debbie
Farley.
Hostesses for the special
occasion were Miss Joan Edmonson. Miss Linda Stubblefield, and Mrs. Farley.
The honoree opened her niany
lovely personal gifts for the
guests to view.
Refreshments of punch,
mints, nuts, and cake with the
words, "Pat and Kenneth,"
inscribed in red with red roses
were served from a beautifully
appointed table overlaid with a
red and white cloth.
Twelve persons were present
or sent gifts.

Baking soda may be used
with buttermilk or molasses to
help leaven a flour mixture.
For thick batters and doughs.
baking powder is often used
along with soda as the major
leavening agent.

FUN AND GAMES—Cotton sportswear separates set the
mood for holiday party games like dunking for apples.
Making the party scene from left to right: a printed smock
with shoulder-ruffles and blue knit pants: a neat layered
look in cotton knit separates: and a ribless corduroy
jumper that's ruffled over a white eyelet shirt. By Cinderella.

Mr. and Mrs. Teddy ChamKeith Douglas Finney of 1712
bers and son, Joseph Shawn, of Calloway, Murray, has been a
Jackson, Miss., were the patient at Community Hospital,
holiday guests of their parents, Mayfield. He was discharged
Mrs. Novella Chambers of December 21.
Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Rex Gerald Harris of ,Almo :*****************************************%
Gerald Jones of Mayfield.
Route One was dismissed
Robert Bruce Drew of December 21 from Community *IRON T•It
* woRto or
Bridgeport, Conn., is the Hospital, Mayfield.
holiday guest of his brother,
Mrs. Eugene, (Phyllis)
Barry Drew, Mrs. Drew, and
Diamont of Kingswood Subson, Chris, South 9th Street.
Presiding at the meeting was
division, Murray, underwent
Mrs. Anton Herndon. Mrs. Jim
•
* Bel Air Shopping Center
Preston Thurman of Detroit, surgery at the CommunityAllbritten gave the devotion.
Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Daily
Mich., is= spending the holidays General Hospital, Reading,
Mrs. Jack Rose read the
Mrs. R. M. Miller of Murray
Pennsylvania,
on
December
24.
with his brother, Howell
minutes and called the roll with
1-6 Sunday
and Rev. and Mrs. J. F. Moore
She was admitted to the hospital
Thurman and family.
each member answering with and
Mrs. Allie Swift of Paducah
while: there to spend the
the first Christmas she could attended
the golden wedding
Mr.and Mrs T. 0. Taylor and holidays.
remember.
anniversary celebration of their
children of St. Paul, Minn., have
A very instructive lesson on brother-in-law and sister, Mr.
been the guests of their parents,
-Candle
Making"
was and Mrs. Charles Brown, held
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Taylor
presented by Mrs. Jack Rose at the Club Room at Arlington,
and Mrs. Verble Taylor.
who had several lovely candles Birmingham, Ala., on Saturon display. Mrs. Rose gave two day, December 23, from four to
Mr. and Mrs. James V. Edeight o'clock in the evening.
of the candles as gifts.
Twenty-five ladies of the
wards and children, Jeffrey and
BODY SHIRTS *
A potluck luncheon was
' *
Jeanna, of Sedalia, Me., were Seventh and Poplar Church of
The
Brown's
daughters,
two
served at the noon hour.
Boys
BLOUSES,
Christ
the
were
for
*
present
SLACKS,
the
holiday
guests
of
her
Mrs.
Harvey (Betty Jo) Carter
Members present were
the
.Yong
special
held
by
party
through
14
Infants
Size
*
parents, Mr. and
Mrs.
BOYS PANTS
Mesdames Miller, Herndon, of Knoxville, Tenn., and Mrs.
Mabried Couples' Class of the
Raymond Workman.
Allbritten,
Rose,
Opal Jesse ( Millie Sue) Hall of
church on Saturday, December
Shoemaker, James Puckett, Houston, Texas, were hostesses
/
1
2
9, at the church.
OFF
Eunice Housden, gill Hendon, for the special occasion.
Layman Neale, formerly of
Special guests were the
Larry Curd, • and Terry
Mrs. Brown is the former Murray, is now recuperating at widows of the congregation and
Housden. Visitors were Joe Dimple Brinn, daughter of the the home of his daughter, Mrs. each one present received a * GIRLS TOPS, BOYS KNIT SHIRTS
• Sale Ends Saturday
Dale Curd, Messie Housden, late Mi. and Mrs. Tom Brinn of Howard I. Hickok, 1719 Bissell carnation corsage.
and Jeriathan Rose.
Don Maley presented a
Murray. Mr. Brown is the son of Avenue. Richmond, California,
No Exchanges or Refunds Please *
The January meeting will be the late Mr. and Mrs. Nat after having been a patient at special devotional program.
at one p.m, in the home of Mrs. Brown, also of Calloway the Veterans Hospital in that Refreshments were served by
Opal Shoemaker.
state.
the class members.
County.

NotherGoose fashion

Mr., Mrs. Brown

Honored Saturday

Ladies Honored At
Party By Class

ANNUAL GIGANTIC* AFTER-CHRISTMAS *

DRESSES

* 60% to 75%

20% Off

SALE

DRESS SUITS
60% Off
•

Off

I
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Sports Theme for 1972 Is Unbelievable
By FRANK ECK
AP Newsfeatures
In the world of sports 1972
was an unbelievable year.
A reserve catcher who hit
five home runs all season tied
Babe Ruth's 1926 record by hitting four in the World Series for
a team that had a mule mascot
wearing a green and gold blanket
An underdog team wearing 20
mustaches won the World
Series with its two top home
run hitters on the bench.
The Olympics took a macabre turn that caused 17
deaths after Arab guerrillas
gunned down Israeli athletes in
Munich. Germany
A big blond man won $320.542
for hitting a little white ball
A swimmer won an unprecedented seven Olympic
gold medals
An unbeaten basketball team
won its sixth straight collegiate
title
A harness driver won 550
races with weeks of the year
remaining
Professional ice hockey expanded at such a pace that a
new 12-team league went into
action.
A catcher who couldn't throw
to second base as a rookie went
into the Hall of Fame on his
catching record
A horse that won the Kentucky Derby and Belmont'lost'
everytime the track was other
• Nan fast_
A former heavyweight champion went all over the world
beating unknowns
An overage ball player was
given a ten-year contract because the club owner tried to
buy him ten years before
Baseball players lost two
weeks pay because they went
on a strike for better benefits.
The U.S. Supreme Court
voided the suit of an AWOL
player last seen in Spain
A football family paid
$52,000,000 for a harness racing
track
Several hockey stars became
millionaires by jumping to a
new league.
Inept officiating cost the
United States its first Olympic
basketball setback against the
Russians
A man traded his entire foots.
ball team for another one.
And a pitcher traded by a
beer baron won 77 games for
the worst team in his league
Mustaches on Top
At year's end National Lea0

STEVE CARLTON
Phillies 27-Game Winner
guers believed the strongest
team lost the World Series
What actually happened was
that a former parttime Brooklyn Dodger outfielder, Dick
Williams, outslicked his popular counter-part. Manager
Sparky Anderson and his starstudded Cincinnati Reds. Williams managed with a mustache and 19 of his Oakland As
wore the lip fuzz with distinction in crushing the Reds in an
exciting seven-game World
Series What's more they won
three of the four games played
on artificial turf in Cincinnati
The hero who tied Ruth's
record was Gene Tenace who
likes to be called "Gino. because I'm Italian." He also
likes to pull over-the-plate fast,
balls to left field for home runs.
He did that four times against
Red pitchers and drove in nine
of the 12 runs batted in by Oakland regulars. Tenace made
four other hits, getting two of
them in the seventh and final
game when Williams moved
him from eighth to the cleanup
fourth spot in the batting order.
Williams benched first baseman Mike Epstein 0 for ISi for
the final game and put Tenace
on first base. That meant the
A's had 51 season home-run hitters out of the big game • Epstein had 26 and outfielder
Reggie Jackson 25 Jackson
missed the series with his leg in
a cast, having twisted it stealing home with the first run in
the 2-1 fifth and final American
League playoff game against
Detroit' Even in that test. Tenace was the hero Hitless in 15
previous trips, he singled home
the deciding run
The A's won the first two
games. 3-2 and 2-1. after Tenace
set a record by hitting homers
his first two times up. Moving

t-4

champion Cassius Clay, now
Muhammed Ali, beat Mac Foster in Tokyo, George Chuvalo in
Vancouver, B.0 , Jerry Quarry
in Las Vegas, Al Lewis in Dublin and stopped light heavyweight champ Bob Foster in
Stateline. Nev But the return
match with champion Joe Frazier never jelled

AR.

Frazier stopped Terry Daniels in four in New Orleans and
Ron Stander in four in Omaha
to keep his title.
Carroll Rosenbloom disliked
Baltimore's idle promises regarding stadium repairs and
traded his Colts, in toto, to new
owners of the Los Angeles
Rams.

TIES RUTH RECORD: Here's Gene Tenace of the Oakland A's
hitting one of his four World Series home runs against Cincinnati The 26-year-old native of Russellton. Pa . tied Babe Ruth's
46-year-old record.

GENE TENACE
Stars in World Series

to Oakland. the Reds won, 1-0.
lost 3-2 on four straight Oakland
singles. then won 5-4 in the
ninth inning The Reds went
home and tied the series at
three games each. winning 8-1.
But the A's prevailed in the
clincher. 3-2 No pitcher on either team went the distance in
any game
Williams outslicked the Reds
in many ways by his offensive
and defensive manipulations
Williams. most daring move
came in the last game when he
opposed baseball tradition
which says: "Don't purposely
put the winning run on base
Williams did just that when,
with runners on second and
third. he ordered relief ace
Rollie Fingers to walk Johnny
Bench, the Nt.'s most valuable
player A sacrifice fly produced
one run but Fingers'eventually
excelled for a 3-2 victory,
To reach the Series the A's
struggled through a five-game
playoff with the Detroit Tigers.
In the NL the Reds did likewise
against the 1971 world champion Pittsburgh Pirates. getting
the deciding run on a wild pitch.
Carlton Wins 27
Eighty-six spring games
were lost when players went on
strike. Despite this. southpaw
Steve Carlton, traded by brewer Gussie Busch of the St. Louis
Cardinals, won 27 games for a
Philadelphia team that won
only 32 more and lost 97. Carlton had a 1.97 earned run mark.
In the AL. Cleveland's Gaylord
Perry and Chicago's Wilbur
Wood won 24 times each. Perry
led in ERA's with 1.92 Billy
Williams of the Cubs led NL
hitters with .333 Bench led in
homers with 40 and in runs batted in with 125 In the AL, Minnesota's Rod Carew hit .318 to
lead and Dick Allen of the
White Sox hit 37 homers and
had 113 rbi's.
No-hit games were turned in
by Cubs Burt Hooten and Milt
Pappas and Montreal's Bill
Stoneman
San Francisco traded Willie
Mays to the New York Mets,
and Met owner Mrs. Joan Payson. who hoped to buy both Willie and the Giants when they
were in New York, finally suggested the Mets sign "Say Hey"
to a ten-year contract.
Yogi Berra, shifted to the
outfield because of poor 19147
World Series throws as a catcher, wound up in the Hall of
Fame along with Sandy Koufax,
Gus Wynn. and "old timers"
Lefty Gomez and blacks Buck
Leonard and Josh Gibson Yogi
also wound up as Met manager.
taking over for Gil Hodges who
dropped dead of a heart attack
in Florida just before the season opened Eight managers
were fired and Ted Williams
(inn after the Texas Rangers'
first season out of Washington.
An Olympic Black Eye
The Olympics gave a black

no
MARK SPITZ
Takes Seven Gold Medals
eye to amateur athletics The
U.S. Olympic Committee
"Newsletter,.. paid glowing
tribute to U S and Russian athletes, the paper called the U.S.
51-50 basketball setback at the
hands of the Soviets "the most
stunning blow of the game," it
blasted boxing and wrestling officials, dwelt at length on the
banned Rhodesian athletes but
failed to discuss the murderous
Palestinian Arabs who killed II
ISraeli athletes when they machine-gunned their way into the

Olympic village dormitory
housing the Jews.
Mark Spitz of Carmichael.
Calif., won seven gold medals
in swimming, each event bringing a world record Melissa Belote of Springfield. Va., took
three swimming gold medals
The Soviet Union won the most
golds, 110 to 53 for the U.S out
of 378 A total of 48 countries
shared gold, silver and bronze
medals
Jack Nicklaus again led the
golf pros earning a record
$320,542. won seven of 19 tournaments he played and finished
second in three others.
The 32-year-old Nicklaus won
his third U.S. Open by three
shots at Pebble Beach. It was
his 13th major crown, and more
people than ever were calling
him the greatest golfer in the
game's history. He led all the
way to take his fourth Masters
by four strokes. He began the
year winning the Bing Crosby
and ended it with the Disney
World. Nick lost the British
Open to Texas defender Lee
Trevino by one shot. Gary Player of South Africa captured the
PGA.
Mrs Susie Maxwell Reining
won the Women's Open by one
stroke over Kathy Ahern, Pam
Barnett and Mrs. Judy Rankin.
Kathy took the' Eve-PGA
crown.
In college football the best
was Southern California, the
nation's only major unbeaten
eleven Oklahoma. Alabama
and Nebraska were well-rated
All have New Year's bowl
games. SC hosts Big Ten cochampion Ohio State in the
Rose, Alabama visits Texas in
the Cotton and Nebraska faces
Notre Dame at night in the
Orange. On New Year's Eve
Penn State plays Oklahoma in
the Sugar Southern Cal re-

ceived the MacArthur Bowl as
the No. 1 team
•
UCLA Wins Sixth in Row
UCLA was the big team in
basketball, winning all 30
games and running its winning
streak to 45 in taking its sixth
straight NCAA title. The Uclans beat Florida State 81-76 in
the final Maryland routed
Niagara 100-69 for the NIT
crown.
In the pros, the Los Angeles
Lakers won the NBA, beating
the New York Knicks 4 games
to 1. In the ABA the Indiana
Pacers beat the New York Nets
4 games to 2.
Riva Ridge and Key to the
Mint were the top 3-year-old
thoroughbreds. Riva Ridge won
the Kentucky Derby and Belmont but failed against Bee Bee
Bee on an off track in the
Preakness. Late corner Key to
the Mint won such stakes as the
Travers and Woodward Secretariat led the 2-year-old colts,
winning the Belmont Futurity
and the Garden State Unbeaten
Le Prevoyante won all 12 races
to lead the juvenile fillies,
Art Rooney. famed for having paid only $2,500 for the
Pittsburgh Steeler football
franchise, plunked out
852.000,000 for his five sons and
bought Yonkers Raceway
At year's end Canadian
Nerve Filion was winning regularly at Roosevelt Raceway,
where he set a record for harness victories.
Pro hockey expanded with
new NHL teams on Long Island
and in Atlanta The new World
Hockey Association opened
with a 12-team league The Boston Bruins won the Stanley Cup,
beating the New York Rangers
4 games to 2, Bobby Hull and
others jumped the NHL for the
WHA
Former heavyweight boxing

The Dallas Cowboys won the
Super Bowl. beating Miami's
Dolphins 24-3 after humbling
San Francisco 14-3 in the NFC.
Miami beat Baltimore 21-0 in
the AFC section
Stan Smith Scores
Tennis had a fine year with
U.S. women taking the Wightman Cup and U.S. men beating Romania, 3-2, for a fifth
straight Davis Cup. Stan Smith
won the U.S. Open indoor, but
the man he beat, Romania's
Ilie Nastase topped Arthur
Ashe for the U S. Open at Forest Hills_ Smith also beat Nastase for the Wimbledon crown
where Billy Jean King topped
Evonne Goolagong. Mrs, King
retained the U.S. Open.
Bob Seagren set a pole vaulting record of 18 feet 5 3/4 but in
the Olympics he finished second
at 17-8 1/2. Mark Donohue took
the Indianapolis 500 while A.J.
Foyt scored in the Daytona 500.
Off the field of action. Denver lost the 1976 winter Olympics and Curt Flood, who skipped the Washington Senators in
1971. lost his court action as the
Supreme Court upheld baseball's reserve clause by a 5 to 3
vote.
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Sports
In Brief

28, 1972

Marquette Slips Past Unranked
Northwestern In Overtime Bout
By TED MEIER
Associated Press Sports Writer
"I'll tell you something that
might shock you. I personally
wish the streak had ended."
Al McGuire, coach of nationally third-ranked Marquette in
college basketball, made the
comment after the Warriors
had won their 77th straight at
the Milwaukee Arena by edging
unranked Northwestern 89-85 in
overtime Wednesday night.
"Everybody talks about our
winning streak at home,"
McGuire said. "But we've won
26 of our last 29 on the road
and that's what I'm proud of.
As long as we won this was the
best thing that can hisppen to
us.
"You know the heads get out
of proportion sometimes, even
lily own, when we keep winning."
The Warriors, one of the few
major unbeatens, won their
sixth of the season on four free
throws each by Attie McGuire
and George Frazier in the extra period. Northwestern, 1-7,

row with an 87-68 romp over
Mississippi in the All-Collt,
and Missouri also made it nine
straight by ripping Colorado 9878-in the Big Eight.
Jacksonville won the first
Larry McNeill led Marquette
holiday tourney of the week.
with 32 points and made a key
The Dolphins whipped Rutgers
interception with 17 seconds
84-71 in the final of the Gator
left. The Warriors led by only
Bowl.
87-85 at the time and Frazier's
Arizona upset Purdue 83-80 in
two charity tosses with six secthe Las Vegas Holiday and
onds to go sewed things up.
Louisville whacked Fordhani
Sund sparked the Wildcats
100-73 in
Rainbow Classic.
front the Big Ten with 22 Oklahomathe
City whipped St.
points.
Francis, Pa., 109-81 in the AllMinnesota, Long Beach State College while LaSalle tumbled
and Missouri, ranked fifth, Southern California 77-72 in the
sixth and seventh, respectively, Quaker City Classic.
in The Associated Press poll,
It was Drake over Iowa 98-80.
kept their slates clean, but Cin- Ohio State over Yale 83-62 and
cinnati knocked No. 8 Pennsyl- Seattle over Dayton 92-71 in
vania out of the unbeaten ranks non-tourney games.
71-65.
Minnesota won its seventh
straight by beating Washington
State 41-35 in the first round of
the Far West Classic, one of
the many holiday tournaments
that got under way.
Long Beach made it nine in a
DALLAS AP) — Dallas
Coach Tom Landry was to
name his starting quarterback
for Sunday's National Conference title game with Washington today and if he went by
vote of the Cowboy fans it
would be Craig Morton.
Morton nipped Roger Staubach in most popular player
7-1, climbed one notch to third. balloting conducted by a local
Roanoke, 6-1, was idle last dairy but the votes were countweek and fell two spots to ed before Staubach's two
touchdown passes in 38 seconds
fourth.
Rounding out the Top Ten to defeat San Francisco last
were Kentucky State; Albany week in their playoff game.
Considering the boos Morton
State, Ga.; Augustana, Ill.; Old
Dominion; Alabama State, and received at Texas Stadium this
year, the ballot was still someTennessee State,
thing of an upset.
"I'm surprised to say the
The Top Ten, with first-place
votes in parentheses and total least," Morton said. "Things
points. Points tabulated on sure do work in funny circles."
basis of 20-18-16-14-12-10-8-etc.:
Landry's decision to wait un1.S.F. Austin ( 10 I
284 til today to name his starting
2.Wis.-Eau Claire
196 quarterback was not surprising.
3.Louisiana Tech ( 2)
178 He admitted he wanted Wash4.Roanoke
168 ington to sweat it out as long as
5.Kentiicky State
138 possible.
6.Albany State (
"It changes the pass rush
120
7.Augustaria
100 and containment depending on
8.01d Dominion
54 which quarterback we have in
9.Alabama State
53 the game," Landry said. "Ro10.Tennessee State 49
ger will move from the pocket
Others receiving votes, listed but Craig sets up in it."
alphabetically:
He added "I think either
Akron, Assumption, Barber- quarterbak can win."
Scotia, Bluefield, W.Va., CarThe Cowboys have been
son-Newman, Catawba„ Drury, heartened by the vast improveEastern, Mielsigan, Eastern ment in defensive tackle Bob
Washington, Evansville, Fair- Lilly, who was suffering from
mont (1), Florida Southern, muscle spasms in his back. LilHoward, Kentucky Wesleyan, ly was walking without pain
Marist, Maryrnount, Kan., Nor- Wednesday.
folk State, Northeast Illinois,
Point Park, Sam Houston,
Seattle Pacific, South Dakota,
Southern Colorado, Southern
State, Ark., Southwest Missouri, Southwest Texas, California-Riverside, Willamette (1),
Winston-Salem State, Wisconsin-Milwaukee, New Orleans
Xavier.
missed its chance for a major
upset when Rick Sund's long
shot fell short at the buzzer
ending the regulation game 8181.

Landry to Name
Q'Back Today

Austin Again Named
No. 1 Small College

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Stephen F. Austin State University in Nacogdoches, Tex.,
is nearing the start of its 50th
year, and with a slight variation on the anniversary theme,
the 1972-3 basketball campaign
is being referred to as "the
year of the golden promise."
So far, the theme has been
working to perfection. The
Lumberjacks have struck nothing but gold this season, winning all seven of their games,
and this week, they again were
named the No. 1 team in The
Associated Press college division poll.
In retaining the top spot, the
Lumberjacks received 10 of 14
first-place nominations and a
total of 284 points in the balloting by sports writers and
broadcasters.
The Lumberjacks will try for
their eighth victory tonight,
meeting Luther, Iowa, in the
opening game of the Granite
City Classic at St. Cloud, Minn.
4'
They won the tournament last
'NICKLAUS
year en route to a 31-3 record—
Wins Open and Masters
the most victories in the
school's history.
"Potentially, this could be
our best team," said Marshall
Brown, in his 14th season as
head coach. The reason for
Brown's optimism is that the
Lumberjacks have their entire
starting five back from last
season.
diana with 39 points and Mel
Wisconsin-Eau Claire, also 7Daniels had 22. McGinnis said 0, advanced one place to second
r.
''we made crucial mistakes at this week,
and Louisiana Tech,
crucial times and Carolina
made the big baskets at the big
moments. That's what beat
us." Kentucky's victory was
its sixth in a row and 15th in 16
games, while the loss was the
Nets fourth straight and ninth
in 10 games. Dan Issel paced
SANTA ANA, Calif. ( API — the West's opening lineup for
the Colonels with 34 points.
Player-Coach Bobby Hull of the its game against the best from
George Carter was high for Winnipeg Jets, the former Nathe East.
New York with 26 points.
tional Hockey League star who
Alberta's fifth-place Oilers
Byron Beck's layup with 24 jumped to the World Hockey placed four players on the secseconds left was decisive in Apsociation this season, was ond team, including goalie Jack
Denver's victory over Virginia. '7'1-Allied unanimously today to Norris, defenseman Allan HamRalph Simpson topped Denver the West Division's starting ilton, center Jim Harrison and
with 30 points and Dave Rob- lineup for the WHA All-Star right wing Bob Wall. Comisch contributed 27. Julius Er- game Jan. 6 at Quebec.
pleting the second learn. were
Defenseinen Larry Hornung defenseinan Gerry Odrowski of
ving, the league's leading
scorer, and Roland Taylor had of Winnipeg and Bart Crashley Los Angeles and left wing
24 points apiece for the Squires. of Los Angeles also were se- Norm Beaudin of Winnipeg.
Chuck Williams' 26 points and lected unanimously to the startGene Moore's 21 helped San ing team in balloting by the
Others named to the squad
Diego withstand an 18-point league's players, it was an- were goalie Mike Curran of
splurge by Memphis', Les Hunt- nounced by WHA President,,,Miniiesota, defensemen Terry
er in the final 10 minutes. Hunt- Gary L. Davidson.
Ball of Minnesota and Ron AnTeaming with Hull on the derson of Chicago, centers Gorer finished with 25 points.
starting forward line will be don Labossiere of Houston and
center Chris Bordeleau of Win- Ted Hampson of Minnesota,
Epstein
Mike
of the Oakland nipeg and right
wing Wayne right wingers Gary Veneruzzo
A's was given the hit sign twice Connelly
of Minnesota. Ernie and Mike Byers of Los Angeles,
on three balls and no strikes
Wakely of Winnipeg was chosen and left wingers Ted Taylor of
and each time the first basethe starting goalie, giving the Houston and Jan Popiel of Chiman grounded out.
first-place Jets four players in cago.

Houston Rockets Stun Lakers
136-104 In NBA On Wednesday
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS ciation champions 136-104 WedThe Houston Rockets had nesday night. "They'll say,
stunned the Los Angeles Lakers 'Wow, look how much Houston
by 32 points but winning Coach beat LA."
Tex Winter was worried,
The Rockets, red hot after a
thinking it might be a bad slow start, try for their sixth
omen for the next game.
victory in seven games Friday
"This score will be bad for us night against the Bucks in Milwhen Milwaukee reads it," waukee.
Winter said after his Rockets
In the only other NBA game
had demolished the injury-pla- Wednesday night, the Atlanta
gued National Basketball Assn- Hawks edged the Philadelphia
i6ers 121-120 on Don May's 10foot jump shot at the buzzer.
In the Anierican Basketball
Association, Carolina downed
Indiana 122-114, Kentucky
topped New York 105-101, Denver nipped Virginia 115-113, and
San Diego defeated Memphis
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 106-102.
Mike Newlin led the Rockets
TENNIS
MELBOURNE—Second-seed- with 24 points, while Jack Maed John Newcombe of Australia rin and Jimmy Walker had 23
advanced to the quarter-finals apiece and Rudy Tomjanovich
of the $53,000 Australian Open 21. Gail Goodrich netted 37
tennis championships, topping points and Jerry West 24 for
Georges Goven of France 6-1,6- the Lakers, who played without
3, 6-3, while upsets continued to starting
forwards
Jim
McMillian and Happy Hairston.
eliminate seeded players.
May came into the game for
Atlanta with 11 seconds remainAUTO RACING
ANGELES—Geo4ge ing and hit his winning basket
LOS
Fullmer of Arcadia, Calif., who after grabbing teammate Pete
set a precedent by winning Maravich's rebound in the lane.
Lou Hudson paced Atlanta
driving championships on two
auto racing circuits this year, with 34 points. while Maravich
was named winner of the Jerry added 25. Leroy Ellis and Fred
Carter each scored 25 for the
Titus Trophy for 1972.
76ers, who suffered their 10th
straight loss and' 34th setback
HORSE RACING
LEOPARDSTOWN, Ireland - in 37 games.
Captain Christy won the Irish
Carolina, leading the ABA
Sweeps hurdle, with Comedy of East, blew an 18-point third
Errors finishing second and quarter lead, before battling
back to beat Indiana as Billy
Brendon's Road placing third.
LAUREL„ Md. -- Palace Jes- Cunningham and Joe Caldwell
ter, $6.40, finished six furlongs led .the way with 28 and 27
in 1:14 4-5 to win the feature at points, respectively. Mac CalLaurel Race Course.
vin,'who added 120 onints, had
LINCOLN, R.I., — Side 10 points in theofuostp_quarter,
Street,89.60, led all the way in including the Cougars' last six,
winning the $2,400 feature at ensuring the victory.
Lincoln Downs.
George McGinnis paced In-
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Hull Unanimous Choice

Meet
Datsun's
new
Li'l
Hustler.

For Western All-Stars

DO YOU KNOW HOW YOUR CHILDREN
FEEL?
DO YOUR CHILDREN KNOW HOW YOU FEEL?
For drug information contact

A brand-new look.
Roomier, full-vinyl cab with
contoured seat, new instruments, new power-flow ventilation. New power-assist
brakes. Plus all the things
that made us America's No. 1
selling import truck: overhead cam engine,6-foot load
bed, 4-speed stick, whitewalls and moreTry one soon.
Nobody knows small trucks
like Datsun

SUN

FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun
South 12th St,

DRUG UE vs
DRUG ABUSE
Do you know

ON DRUG EDUCATION
moans:" stsrucsy
SECRETARY
DIRECTORS:
Arlie Scott
Willard Ails, Chairman
TREASURER
Robert Daniel
John Bohannon
Barletta Wrather

the difference'
You can't afford

, 4207?
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753-7114
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By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports'
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Two NHL Division Leaders Fall
To St Louis, Stars Wednesday
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By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
How do you like your hockey
centers--slick and smooth like
Garry Unger of the St. Louis
Blues or rugged and rough like
Dennis Hextall of the Minnesota North Stars?
Those two opposite styled pivots submarined Chicago and
Montreal Wednesday night as
the Blues and North Stars
scored victories over the National Hockey Leaga's two division leaders.
Unger scored two goals and
assisted on St. Louis' other
three scores in a 5-3 victory
over West Division leading Chicago. Hextall set up two goals,
helping Minnesota nip Montreal's East Division leaders 32.
Minnesota's victory combined
with Chicago's loss moved the
second place North Stars within
three points of the Black
Hawks in the West while second place Boston topped Atlanta 3-1 to move within one
point of Montreal in the East.
Elsewhere Wednesday night,
the Buffalo Sabres stung the
New York Rangers 4-1, Pittsburgh tied Toronto 3-3, Los Angeles whipped the New York
Islanders 4-1 and Philadelphia
tied California 2-2.
Two of Unger's assists came
on goals by Mike Murphy as
the Blues battled from behind
to whip Chicago.
Hextall assisted on a pair of
second period goals by Danny
Grant and Barry Gibbs to lead
Minnesota past Montreal. Dean
Prentice scored the third period
goal that turned out to be the
winner for the North Stars.
Goalie Cesare Maniago kicked out 35 shots in the Minnesota
nets as the North Stars extended their home ice unbeaten
string to 13 games, by beating
Montreal goalie Ken Dryden.
The loss ended a six-game unbeaten streak for the Canadiens.
Dryden's older brother, Dave,
fared better, leading Buffalo
past the New York Rangers.
The elder Dryden made 32
saves as teammate Gil Perreault scored one goal and assisted on another for the victory.
Boston bunched all their
goals in the second period with
Wayne
Cashman,
Fred

Allen Says
Block Was
Not Illegal
WASHINGTON
I AP) —
Coach George Allen says the
crackback block applied on
Washington Redskins linebacker Jack Pardee by a Dallas Cowboy player was legal.
"What I said was misinterpreted," said Allen, whose
Redskins take on the Cowboys
4onday at RFK Stadium for the
National Football Conference
championship.
"There's nothing wrong with
the block. When you go in motion you must be going either
laterally or away from the line
of scrimmage.
"The block had nothing to do
with it."
Allen was talking about the
controversial block Dallas wide
receiver Lance Alworth threw
at Pardee in the fifst quarter of
a game in Dallas three weeks
ago. The block helped spring
Cowboy running back Calvin
Hill around right end for 10
yards and a Dallas touchdown.
After the 34-24 Dallas victory,
Allen was quoted as saying the
block was a "vicious and illegal
play."
Pardee said Alworth "was
out to hurt my leg." The veteran linebacker missed the Redskins final regular season contest against the Buffalo Bills
with an injury to the knee.
Allen attempted to play down
the controversy shortly after
the Skins finished their two
hour practice session Wednesday.
"That's the least of our worries," he said.
The Redskins coach earlier
said he expected Roger Stagbach to start for Dallas, but
noted Wednesday -it wouldn't
:hange the Washington defense.
"If you worry about a scrambler, it takes away front your
defense," he said. "You have to
remember there's a big risk in
it for him, too, Let him
scramble if he wants to."

Stanfield and Johnny Bucyk
connecting against Flames'
goalie Phil Myre. Curt Bennett
spoiled John Adams' shutout
bid with a third period goal for
Atlanta.
Ron &heck's goal with less
than six minutes left gave
Pittsburgh its tie against
Toronto. Ron Ellis had given
the Maple Leafs the lead nine
niinutes earlier before Schock's
eighth goal of the season.
Bob Berry's goal with only 30
seconds left in the opening period started Los Angeles to its

Jacksonville Upsets
Rutgers For Gator Bowl

victory over the New York
Islanders. It was Berry's 20th
ef the season.
LA's other goals came by
Mike Corrigan, Bill Lesuk and
Harry Howell. Craig Cameron's
third period goal averted a
shutout for the Islanders, who
managed- only 16 shots compared to 35 for the Kings.
The Flyers had to come from
behind with a pair of second
period goals by Tom Bladon
and Bobby Clarke to earn the
deadlock.

Price Commission To
Review Game Prices
WASHINGTON AP) — The
Price Commission is reviewing
the National Football League's
ticket prices for postseason
playoff and championship
ganies.
•
"The increase in prices has
been called to our attention and
we are looking into it," `a commission spokesman said Wednesday.
There have been complaints
that ticket prices for the Washington Redskins' games against
the Green Bay Packers last
Sunday and the Dallas Cowboys
next Sunday are higher than
for regular-season games.
An NFL spokesman said
there has been no increase this
year over prices charged for
previous post-season champion-.
ship rounds, He said prices for
such games have been higher
for sonic time prior to the 1971
price freeze.
He said ticket prices for two
conference championship
games last weekend were established by NFL Cominissioner Pete Rozelle. Prices for
regular and pre-season games

are set by-the individual teams.
Prices-fur the Redskins-Cowboys game next Sunday range
from $12 to $17. Regular season
game prices here range from
$7 to $12.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Four Southeastern Conference basketball teams bit the
dust in tournament play Wednesday night, but all was not
lost as independent Jacksonville captured the Gator Bowl.
Sixth-ranked Long Beach
State ripped Mississippi 87-68 in
a first round contest of all the
All-College Tournament in Oklahoma City; Duquesne edged
Georgia 71-66 in the Quaker
City in Philadelphia; St. John's,
N.Y., nipped Tennessee 56-55 in
the Holiday Festival in New
York city; and Miami of Ohio
routed Florida 88-72 for third
place in the Gator Bowl at
Jacksonville.
Jacksonville, however, came
back in the championship contest to defeat Rutgers 84-71 behind the shooting of Leon Benbow and Henry Williams. Benhow got 25 points and Williams
21. Gene Artnstead had 17 for
Rutgers.
All-American Ed Ratlett led
Lime Beach State over Ole
Miss , with 29 points and 13
rebounds. Mississippi only shot
30 per cent from the field while

Ford To Start
In Vandy Game
— NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( AP /—
lie Ford, a freshman guard,
will get his first starting assignment Saturday night when
10th-ranked Vanderbilt collides
with Memphis State in Nashville.
Ford, froht Mayfield, Ky.,
has been !averaging just five
points per game, despite seeing
plenty of action. But he is
strong defensively and an excellent playmaker.
"Ford as been-playing real
well all season," Coach Roy
Skinner said, adding that he
will be guarding Memphis State
ace Larry Finch.
He will replace Bill Ligon in
the starting lineup.

Unser Predicts 200 NITH•fifii1;21‘
At Indianapolis Race Next May
NEW YORK AP) -- When
cigar-chomping Barney Oldfield
blazed around the crushed
stone surface of Indianapolis
Motor Speedway at 76.27 miles
per hour in 1909, nobody ever
thought of 200 m.p.h.
Now, 64 years later, Bobby
Unser, who has gone faster on
a closed race course than any
((titer - human, says confidently

LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) — Colonels to the win.
Simon discovered that the
Dan Issel dumped in a gamehigh 34 points for Kentucky as game was televised by a New
the Colonels won a 105-101 York station and said," I was
American Basket4all Associ- the TV star of the game show.
ation victory over the New
"It's nice. You get a chance
York Nets, their 15th win in to say happy holidays to your
their last 16 starts.
folks. It's like a free telephone
call," he added.
Issel became the third ABA
New York, which was led by
player of the season to pass the
George Carter with 26 points,
1,000-point mark, with a total of
grabbed a 31-24 lead in the first
1,028.
quarter and took a 55-51 margin
New Yorker and ex-New
to the locker room at the half.
York Net Walt Simon added 25
Then Simon went to work and
for the Colonels, rifling in 14 in
led the rally that put Kentucky
the third quarter to spark a 32ahead for good at 74-73 with
point surge that helped the
2:24 left in the third period.

son, put together one scoring'
drive and climaxed it with a 16yard touchdown pass to Doug
Winslow of Drake in the first
period.
The North's backup quarterback Dennis Morrison of Kansas State engineered another
scoring march in the final two
minutes with Martin Januszkiewicz of Syracuse diving over
from the four.

Rice's Mark Williams kicked
two field. goals for the Grays
besides booting two extra
points.
Phares was selected as the
Grays' most valuable defensive
player.
The Blues have not won the
college all-star classic since
1967 but the North and the
South tied in 1969. The Grays
lead the series 20-13-1.

By GARY MIHOCES
Associated Press Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH i AP) — 1The
Dolphins surround you," says
Pittsburgh Steeler center Ray
Mansfield, "and it's tough to
break anything big when you're
surrounded."
Thus, Mansfield figures Pittsburgh will have to claw for every inch Sunday against the
swarming Miami Dolphin defense.in the American Football
Confeence title game.
-Some teams, like Oakland,
play a charging defense," noted
Kentucky Coach Joe Mulla- the 255-pound-Mansfield.
ney said, "I couldn't un"Charging teams can make
derstand how Walt was. getting you look badt at times," he
‘(pen. I guess it was because - said. "But once in a while you
George Carter (guarding Si- can break something by them
mon) was trying for the offen- for big yardage.
"Miami uses a reading type
sive rebound—that's the way it
of defense," he said Wednesusually happens."
day. "They play down the line
The win left the Colonels and follow
the ball. It's just
ithin a half game of the Eastern Division leading Carolina
Cougars, the Colonels' opponent
Oklahoma-born Jimmy
Saturday night in Greensboro,
Wright of Inwood. N.Y.. this
N.C.
In tKeir next game, the Colo- year won the New York State
nels face the Dallas Chaparrals PGA. Metropolitan PGA and
Long Island Open Golf titles.
Friday night at Louisville.

ASSOCIATED PRESS
NBA
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W. L. Pct GB
BoSton
28 5 848
New York
28 10 .737 2'
Buffalo
9 25 .265 150'2
Philadelphia
3 34 .081 27
Central Division
Baltimore
20 14 588
Atlanta
21 16 .568
Houston
16 18 .471 4
Cleveland
10 26 278 11
Western Conference
Midwest Division
Milwaukee
26 10 .722 —
Chicago
22 13 .629 3,-4
K.C.-Omaha
20 20 .500 8
Cretroit
16 19 .457 9/
1
2
Pacific Division
Los Angeles
28 7 800
Golden State
21 12 .636 6
Phoenix
17 19 .472 111
/
2
Seattle
11 29 .275 19,4
Portland
9 28 .243 20
Wednesday's Games
Atlanta 121, Philadelphia 120
Houston 136, Los Angeles 104
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Buffalo at New York
Baltimore at Atlanta
Detroit at Milwaukee
Cleveland at Golden State
Only games Scheduled
Firday's Games
Chicago at Boston, atternoon
Buffalo at Baltimore
New York at Detroit
Milwaukee at Houston
Portland at Phoenix
Kansas City Omaha at Los
Angeles
Cleveland at Seattle
Only games scheduled

Standings
1 Lindsey's
2 Mutual Of Omaha
3 All Jersey
4 Corvette Lanes
5 Jerry's
6 State Farm In
surance
7 Moose Lodge No.1
8 Colonial Bread
9 Todd Bros Motor
Sales
10 Moose Lodge NO2
11 Fenton 8 Hodge
12 Murray Auto Parts
13 Motor Parts 8
Bearings
11 Palece Drive Inn

Carolina
Kentucky
Virginia
Memphis
New York

ABA
East
W.
25
23
20
11
13

L.
14
13
21
24
23

Pct
641
639
488
368
361

GB
—
6
11
10/
1
2

West
Utah
24 14 632-Indiana
20 16 556 3'
Denver
19 17 528 4
Dallas
15 20 429 7,
San be,qo
16 26 381 10
Wednesday's Games
Kentucky 105, New York 101
Denver 115, Virginia 113
Carolina 122, Indiana Ill
San Deigo 106, Memphis 102 •
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
New York at Utah

•••••••••

Commerce Union Tennis

15
17/
1
2
25
25
26

32
31
30

28
79
30

29
271
/
2
27
21

31
32/
1
2
33
39

16
15

44
45

(scratch)
940
885
877

High Team Game (Handicap)
1 Jerry's
1073
2 Mutual Of Omaha
1022
3 Motor Parts 8 Bearing
1017
Nigh Team Series
1 Jerry's
2 All Jersey
3 Mutual Of Omaha

only

5year

gives you a ..

warranty

ym.o

(Handicap)
268
259
252

High Ind. Series
1 Jimmy Bucy
2 Joey Taylor
3 Dan Jones

(Scratch)
601
571
564
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BLACK & WHITE TV

EW 'VE GOT
THEM ALLI.

12" Portable
TELEVISION
9

Meetnnet Dotgonedy World's
Chandnon

Second Set

$8995

9" Portable TV
9

High Ind. Series
1 Jimmy Bucy
2 Joey Taylor
3 Bobby Calloway

Sugar Bowl Regatta
NEW ORLEANS 1AP
Southern California held the
lead today in the 11th annual
intemillegiate Sugar Bowl Regatta at the start of the final
eight races of the 18-race
series.

The Trojans accomulated a
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Billie Jean King is scheduled to 32-poilit losk race total on the
be among the players this sum- opening day of competion Wedmer in the first annual $25,000 nesday on Lake Pontchartrain.
Commerce Unioo Tennis Clas\ The Merchant Marine Acadesic Aug. 6-12.
my, the nation's 10th ranked
Among others scheduled to
u
ea,
m was second with 38
compete are Nancy Richey
wits followed by the UnGunter, Brenda Kirk, Rosie
iversity of Texas at Austin with
Casals, Francoise Durr and
40 and Michigan with 49.
Lesley Hunt.

\l

Moot,o

Ser

----------_

2X215

177
175
174
174
173

Meestotel Utegortalty
Chettenen 'legend

(Handicap)
682
676
632

High Averages
1 Dave Bradford
2 Ron Pace
3T C Hargrove
1 Lyman Dixon
5 Halton Garner

v.
•

A Size and Shape for Anyone's Needs!

(Scratch
232
219
219

High Ind. Game
1 Bobby Calloway
2 Jimmy Bury
3 Joey Taylor

ton

PICTURE TUBE

WI .1 •

(Scratch)
2666
2501
2468

High Ind. Game
1 .1“nrny Bucy
2 Bobby Calloway
3 Clyde Roberts

exclusive

Admiral

ea. Ye

High Team Series ( Handicap)
1 Jerry's
3063
2 Mutual Of Omaha
2879
3 All Jersey
2870

High School
Tournaments

Newport 82 Fort Thomas
Highlands 64
Newport Catholic 63 Coy
flciton Holy Cross 57

45
42,
35
35
34

•OS.1

High Team Game
1 Jerry's
2 Mutual Of Omaha
3 Jerry's

Dallas vs virginia at Hamp
ton, Va.
at
Indiana
Carolina
vs
Raliegh, N.C.
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
New York at San Deigo
Dallas at Kentucky
Only games scheduled

Kentucky High School Basketball Tournaments
Wednesday Night Games
Lexington Catholic Invitationhl
First Round
Louisville Durrett 78 Madison
Central 68
Middlesboro Invitational
First Round
Harlan County 84 Lone Jack
76
Second Round
Richmond Madison 63 Pine
ville 54
Ashland Invitational
Tournament
Second Round
Lexington Henry Clay 68
Boyd County 62
Lexington Bryan Station 91
Pikeville 64
Campbellsvile Holiday Classic
Second Round
Marion County 67 Bowling
Green 65

great team defense and nothing
collies easily against them."
Mansfield, a 10-year veteran
froin Washington, will do some
blocking Sunday on Nick Buoniconti, the 220-pound middle
linebacker of the Dolphins.
When Miami uses a five-loan
defensive front, Mansfield will
go nose-to-nose with tackle
Manny Fernandez, a 6-foot-2,
250-pounder.
"Buoniconti isn't big, but he
is so quick. And he's very
smart and aggressive," Mansfield said.
"Fernandez is very strong
and he reads well," he added.
"Ile has great reactions, just
like everybody else on their defense. They don't make mistakes. They wait until you
make them."
The Dolphin defense was the
stingiest,jo the AFC during the
regular season, allowing 171
points. Pittsburgh finished second, permitting 175.
Pittsburgh played Miami
once last season and led 21-3
before Bob Griese threw three
touchdown passes to Paul Warfield that gave Miami a 24-21
triumph.

Eagle to the Speedway in May,
the 200 m.p.h. mark will not be
out of reach. In fact, we are
gearing for it."
He no doubt will be proven
right in his prediction. The never ending search forispeech at
the speedway has brought
about dramatic changes in the
last dozen years in race cars,
tires and other accessories, and
a breed of drivers who not only
are fearless but more versed in
engineering than the men who
built the original speedway machines.
It was a 53-year struggle to
get from Oldfield's 76.27 111.01.
to the 150 barrier, then only II
years to reach the threshhold of
200 m.p.h.
But the first round of qualifying for the 1972 Indianapolis
500 was a forecast of what
could happen next May. On
that first day of trials, the new
one-lap, 2.5-mile record was
held briefly by six different
drivel's and the speed jumped
froill Pete Revson's 179.354 of
1971 to 196.678 by Unser on his
third qualifying lap en route. to
the pole position.
Unser put together three laps
at 194.932, 196.036 and 196.678
before slowing slightly on his
fourth circuit.
-Those four laps," Unser recalled, "opened a whole new
world for Indianapolis. With the
airfoils on the cars and the advance in race tire technology,
we are now reaching speeds in
the turns'never dreamed of on
a track originally designed for
nothing more than 100 m.p.h.
"I don't think now that there
is a maximum speed for any
race track. You never know
what new developments will
come along and allow you to go
quicker.
"I'd bet money you'll see 200
at the Speedway in May, but
after that, well, who knows. It
just depends on what happos—
and how long the drivefs can
hold their breath."

Bowling
Standings

Pro Cage Standings
By THE

that the 200 barrier will be broken at the ancient speedway
next May.
"I ran 197.5 there just a
month ago during Goodyear
tire tests," the Albuquerque
speed specialist said in a
telephone interview, "and I was
doing it very easily.
'
"I ant sure," he added, "that
when we bring our Disunite

Mansfield Notes
Tough Defense Of
Miami Dolphins

Issel Leads Colonels
To Win Over New York

Strock Leads South Squad To
Victory In Blue-Gray Battle
MONTGOMERY, Ala. )API
— "We made mistakes and the
Grays didn't. It was that
simple," Coach Vince Gibson
said after his Blue squad lost
27-15 in the annual Blue-Gray
football game.
One of those mistakes came
during the first minute of play.
Defensive back Ken Phares of
Mississippi State intercepted a
pass front Tony Adams of Utah
State and ran it back 34 yards
for a Gray touchdown.
Quarterback Don Strock of
VPI, who gained more yardage
than any other college back
this year, led the South to victory Wednesday night and was
named the game's most valuable player.
Strock, who was also tops in
passing, couldn't connect with a
scoring pass in the game, but
did pilot the South in their
touchdowo drives.
"Coach Charlie Coffey's
squad was well Prepared and
played nearly flawless football.
But we lost three interceptions
and our receivers dropped too
many passes and those blunders killed us," the North
coach from Kansas State said.
Adams, who ranked just behind Strock nationally in total
offense during the regular sea-

the California club hit for 49
per cent.
Georgia led 62-61 until Oscar
Jackson hit a juniper with 3:28
to go for Duquesne which was
led by Jack Wojdowski who finished with 25 points. John Fraley had 23 for the Bulldogs.
Larry Jenkins' three foul
shots in the final 28 seconds
spoiled Tennessee's second half
effort of Mike Edwards who
kept the Vols in the contest
with 14 second half points. He
finished with 20. St. John's got
19 from
Bill
Shaeffer.
Tennessee played without its 7foot center Len Kosmalski, who
is injured.
Florida stayed close to
Miami, Ohio,for a half, trailing
38-35 at intermission before going down to defeat. Tony Miller
topped Florida with 22 points
while Steve Fields had 16 for
the winners.
In the consolation garlies
today, Tennessee will meet
Niagara and Georgia faces
Princeton. Mississippi State
opens in the Northeast Louisiana Tournament against
North Texas.

1972

16" Portable
TELEVISION
teeeauted

'10995

BLACK and WHITE

CONSOLE MODEL

229

18 Inch
Portable
TELEVISION0
,
sonwampa...,„„
Mosou•••••
,ce Ant-hot.
Oorc•und

C1997 FP

Console Stereo and Color TV
Prices too Low to Quote in Ad!!

Dunn's TV, Furniture
and Appliance
Store Hours:

Mon.-Sat 8-6

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
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'Key '73' To Call
Continent To Christ

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER 29, 1972
NEW YORK (AP) — AmeriLook in the section in which actions, plans. This can' be a
Jour birthday comes and find red-letter day if you are tactful, can Christians of nearly every
kind have started their most
what your outlook is, according foresighted and accurate.
broadly cooperative venture in
to the stars.
SAGITTARIUS
modern tinies—to try to
ARIES
(vs,
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) Xiv-..
1.1• 1"). strengthen the commitment of
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Trend is toward the unusual.
Some tricky situations to Rightly handled, this can be this generation to Christ.
The
year-king,
interhandle. Don't leave anything to profitable, challenging. The
chance. Cook for some unex- conservative course, however, dent('ninational effort, began on
pectedly pleasant news in a should not be underestimated. Christmas Day with the first of
a two-week period of noontime
personal matter.
CAPRICORN
prayers for its success, inTAURUS
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi4
0 volves both Roman Catholics
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Introduce a new note and olost all of Protestantism.
Avoid haste and rashness in
purpose) to,
Called "Key 73," its theme
the mistaken notion that you ( perhaps a new
will get ahead more quickly. bring added success to this day. is: -Calling Our Continent to
substantially in- Christ." Taking part are
fundaEasy does it now. Some distant Output will
crease by doing so.
mentalists,conservatives,libergoals can be brought closer.
als, moderates arid small and
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
large denominations that pre( May n to June 21)
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) -"`:'
You do not like stagnant
Use your fine talents toward viously have shunned ecumeconditions, yet waiting out attainment in presently vital nical activities, such as the big
certain results is often wiser issues. No wishful thinking Southern Baptist Convention
than forcing issues. Be fervent, about times to come. Day- and Lutheran Church-Missouri
but also calm, outwardly, IN- dreaming is all right in its Synod, as well as ecwnenicalWARDLY.
place, but right now con- minded, mainline denotninacentration is.essential.
flirts.
CANCER
"It is the widest, joint effort
(June 22 to July 23)
PISCES
in the history of North AmeriDo not let a personal disap(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
pointment mar your overall
can Christianity," said the Rev.
Tricky in spots, day will
perspective. Continue to aim for
demand close attention to plans, Joe Hale, of Nashville, Tenn.,
high goals. Your adeptness, good
follow-through, efficient United Methodist director of
know-how and intuition should
methods and a careful eye to ecumenical evangelism and a
be potent now.
details. Avoid making rash iiieniber of the "Key 73" executive committee.
LEO
promises.
4.1114
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
"It has groups working
A few delays likely. Also, your
YOU BORN TODAY are together that have never worpowers or authority may be endowed with a fine intellect, a ked together before. It may do
challenged. Here is a spot for delightful personality and
great Imre Ii. build a united Chrisyour quick thinking, acumen versatility. You have less faith tian front than anything we've
and general good judgment.
in yourself than you should ever done."
under the circumstances.
A central factor drawing such
VIRGO
Usually, your trouble stems inclusive participation is that
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
from the fact that you tend to each denomination and organCare needed in travel, live within
yourself, to brood ization may take part in ways.
production, educational matand denigrate your capabilities. and to the extent, it chooses, so
ters. There's a tendency toward Bolstering
your self-confidence as not to compromise its posicarelessness which could lead
may be practically a lifetime tion or
practice.
to needless errors.
job for you, but keep at it since,
It offers -a new style of paronce having achieved this faith,
ticipation," said the Rev. Dr.
LIBRA
there is nothing to stand in the
-fL
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
way of your accomplishment. 'Thonias F. Zimmerman of
Springfield, Mo., general superRecipe for this day: Take Your talents are
many and you
carefully deliberated steps, could succeed
intendent of the Assemblies of
in the fields of
make well calculated agree- literature,
God
and chairman of the "Key
science, the law,
ments, ask for advice where it statesmanshi
p, education or 73" executive committee.
will help. Don't spend foolishly, diplomacy. Develop
However, the five years of
your apnor stint: Follow the sound preciation of the
arts, if only as planning has been on a coopermiddle road.
a hobby — as an outlet for your ative basis and various joint
SCORPIO
deep emotions. Birthdate of: endeavors, both nationally and
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Andrew Johnson, 17th Pres., locally, are contemplated. AltoDon't step out of the frying U.S.A.; William E. Gladstone, gether, about 150 denominations
pan into the fire — in speech, British statesman.
and groups are formally par•MD
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It's not big time but it's more fun
sous Ohio State, University
of Southern California and
other of the "big" colleges.
They must win, and win big,
"or else."
Trinity and its campus
symbolize much that visitors
love about a New England autumn.
The student body of 1,600
600 girls now after four years
of coed status for Trinity)
studies and plays in an oasis
of stately buildings among
oaks, maples and other colorful trees of downtown Hartford. The day of this visit was
Homecoming Day and this is
the 150th anniversary of Trinity's founding — twin attractions that brought alumni
from many faraway places.
One would think Jim Murray, nationally known sports
columnist for the Los Angeles
Times, might have something better to do. But,as a '43
Trinity grad, he was in the
press box — with his wife, no
less, as Trinity ignored the
"men only" rules for most
fourth estaters. Alongside
Murray and this visitor from
San Diego was Mayor Frank
Fast of Honolulu, with his wife
(Fasi also is a Trinity grad).
The game wasn't much by
Nebraska standards and the
halftime show was nonexistent, most of the fans using
the intermission to line up at
one of a dozen "rent a kans"
installed at lessee Field for
the occasion.
The Trinity band did play
the Star-Spangled Banner before the game — all 21 musicians. Michigan's marching
band would have scoffed, but
a 21-man band seemed just
about right for the occasion
and the crowd — about 4,000
spread under umbrellas,
parkas and raincoats on temporary bleacher seats that
might seat 6,000 on a "busy"
day.
Reporters,especially sports
reporters, are used to the
fanciest of food and drink at
football games these days, but
all Trinity offered was doffee
and doughnuts. However,
sports publicist Dick Mazzuto
and Athletic Director Karl
Kurth weren't doing any apol-

By JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service
HARTFORD,Conn. — "We
don't play very good football
but we sure have a lot of fun."
These were the words of a
Trinity College press box aide
and he will remain nameless
lest he arouse his bosses unfavorably. It was the TrinityAmherst game and "mighty"
Amherst was pouring it on, 347, but nobody was uptight and
the whole rainy, raw but delightful afternoon was quite a
contrast with an afternoon
among the coaches and other
officials of national rank con-

The plan was sparked by a
1967 interdenominational meeting arranged by
Baptist
theologian Carl F. H. Henry Ji.roier editor of Christianity
Today.

Public Relations
Notebook
By J. Neil Woodruff, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Journalism
Murray State University
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SMALL COLLEGE LIFE

ticipating.
They range from major, historic bodies such as the Episcopal Church, numerous Roman
Catholic dioceses and the United Church of Canada to black
denominations,
Pentecostal
groups and evangelistic organizations such as Youth for
Christ and Billy Graham's assr wiation.

gro9
, -

A lady walked into an electrical appliance store in a
Southern city. She entered the
store with her mind made up
to purchase a new electric
range which she knew the
store kept in stock.
The three salesmen in the
store at the time, one *roman
and two men, were sitting
near the front of the store
engrossed in conversation
about a new movie which had
been shown in the city for the
first time the night before.
The customer remained unnoticed as she looked around
the store and found the exact
range that she had decided to
purchase. After 15 minutes in
the store the lady left, apparently still unnoticed by the
sales personnel.
Despite the desire of the
potential customer to purchase the specific range she
had in mind, she walked one
block, entered a competing
store, purchased a second.
choice range and actually
probably felt quite satisfied.
For in the second store, she
was greeted warmly upon entering. Sales personnel were
on the job, in their place and
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"minding the store" in the
proper way.
Not only did the first store
lose a good sale from this
customer, but it is probable
that it also lost any and all
future sales to this lady .and
members of her family -and
possibly close frineds of the
family. In the long run, such
instances can multiply great
harm on a business.
The relations of sales personnel with customers in faceto-face contacts no doubt is
one of the most important
aspects of over the counter
sales and satisfied customers.
When a customer is Made to
feel that he is welcome in a
store, even if he makes a
"bad" purchase, he will more
often than not, blame himself
and not the store. Educating
store personnel and making
sure that they abide by store
policy is essential to any
business for continuous good
will of customers..
Watch for tent coats this
spring.
American
a nil
European
designers
are
showing many of same.
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ogizing, and they had no need.
One of the prettiest coeds in
anybody's university was dispensing the coffee. She, too,
was just right for the occasion. She had come east from
Cleveland, Ohio, to get just
the kind of small college atmosphere that Ohio State
doesn't have, and she reElected the friendliness and
the fun that went With this
down-to-earth experience
with small time football.
Press box facilities were
adequate, and there was a
play-by-play report for every
reporter within 90 seconds of
the end of each quarter. And,
when in the second half the
windows of the press box
steamed up to the point where
the game was out of focus, everybody opened their window
— good visits) plus freezing
rain in the face.
If the football was not of the
greatest quality, the officiating matched that of the biggest college and some pro
games. It was awful, with
one striped shirter drawing
continuous
catcalls
of
"zebra" for his eagerness to
toes a penalty flag. A scout for

Williams College sat next to
me, charting every play. He,
too, reflected the fun of =en
college competition. An assistant coach, he said, "I don't
know much about this scouting, but we have to do it even
though we'll ignore it all next
week in preparing fir Amherst "

Cu
TV!

There was cheering in the
press box, too, and this bit of
;innate' response is scorned
among the "tag boys" of major college and pro football.
But, it was a fun day and everybody stayed to the end,
oblivious of the score but enjoying the coffee-doughnuts,
the rain and the friendliness
of Homecoming Day and the
sesquicentennial.
college's
And, when the final gun
sounded, there was the slow
and relaxed walk to alumni
reunion parties and to the
homes of Hartford dwellers
who had joined in the fun.
It would be good for some of
the big college people to taste
an experience in the "balance" between education and
football as practiced by
friendly and hospitable ,
Trinity.
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Serving Your Favorite Foods!!
We Wish to Invite All
of Our Customers Back
We Will Be Open
the Rest of the Year
THANKS FOR YOUR PATRONAGE!!
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Prices!
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Roger Babson's Business
Financial Forecast For 1973
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demands and if management makes little or no attempt to hold
costs to a reasonable rate of increase, the seeds will be sown for a
potentially dangerous crop of inflation of the cost-push type.
What Will The Administration Do?
The Babson staff foresees some sharp jawboning by the Administration to convince labor and management that they must
co-operate in keeping wage and price increases within tolerable
range. Should such moral suasion fail, however, there is always
the last resort: Price and wage controls far more restrictive and
of greater scope than the partial curbs and guidelines we have
been operating under for about a year and a half. With such
stringent anti-inflation curbs, neither labor nor management nor
the consumer really benefits or is happy. Hence, we are hopeful
that the pending labor negotiations in pattern-setting fields will be
resolved with only moderate price inflation and without business
stoppages.
If price inflation should be held to a walk in the early months of
the new year, there is a good chance that controls will be modified
and eased. AlthoUgh it would be unrealistic to expect total
cessation of anti-inflation controls in 1973, even some relaxation
would have a positive impact on publirifidence. Overall, we
are hopeful that price and wage hikes can be kept to around 6 per
cent in the coming year , leaving the normal productivity gain of
3 per cent to 3.5 per annum as a partially counterbalancing influence. The Administration itself will be in the forefront of the
inflation battle. While it would be overly ambitious to look for a
balanced federal budget in either fiscal 1973 or fiscal 1974 potbons of both fall in the calendar year 1973), the Nixon Administration will aim for a moderate budget deficit by impounding funds allocated for certain purposes.
Industrial Production
Allowing for a reasonable labor climate with some disruptions
Of brief duration, the staff of Babson's Reports feels that industrial production can post a gain of 5 per cent in 1973 over the
1972 average. This would be in terms of physical volume of output
and not subject to inflationary factors. This rate of increase would
amount to somewhat less than that registered during 1972.
On the other hand, the increase in industrial activity should be
spread over a broader base in terms of industries participating.
There should also be some shift in leadership. For example, the
production of automobiles and trucks which did yeomen's work in
pulling the economy upward these past two years may well level
off, but the hitherto laggard capital-goods sector will come on
strong_ Other lines which are expected to contribute to the advance in industrial production include paper and pulp, containers,
instruments and controls, machine tools, apparel, and both
military and consumer electronics.
Gross National Product
It is the opinion of the Babson staff that through the conbination
of anticipated higher prices and increased output, the nation's
1973 Gross National Product in current dollars should post an
advance approximating 9 per cent over 1972, a gain of about the
same magnitued as that seen in the year just ended. In constant
dollars deflated basis), with 1958 as the base period, we expect a
year-to-year increase of about 4 per cent compared with 5.5 per
cent for 1972. This smaller rate of progress points up the fact that
general business in 1973 will tack on further gains but not with the
same degree of vigor.
Two aspects of economic activity we think will be prominent in
enabling 1973 to chalk up a climb in business, and hence in GNP.
are in the private sector of the economy. These are personal
consumption expenditures and private domestic investments.
However, state and local demand for goods and services, betferment, in the nation's foreign trade balance, and the
f Unavoidable updating of the nation's defense capabilities will also
lift the GNP.
World Peace and Trade
By the time this Annual Forecast is published, there could
already be a cease-fire agreement for the Vietnam War. In any
case, such a truce should not be far off . How long such a coolingoff arrangement will last, however, is indeterminate. We are
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hopeful that this forward step can be followed by negotiations
leadint, to a permanent peace tready. Even if a cease-fire is
achieved but fails to hold, any resumption of fighting will
presumably take place without American forces. Hopefully,
settlement in Vietnam may be only part of a favorable peace
package which will incorporate agreements to maintain the intergrity of all other Southeast Asian nations.
It is the conviction of Babson's Reports that there will be no
World War Ill in 1973. There may well be more internal strife in
the emerging nations of Africa and other underdeveloped countries of the world where the climate for leadership is still a partial
vacuum and thus invites struggle for domination. Similar conditions also exist in portions of South and Central America. It is to
be hoped , however, that the expected redirection of U.S. foreign
policy and assistance will include a shift back to Latin America in
time to stave off serious trouble there. In the Middle East no fullscale war is likely in 1973, but the area will unfortunately continue
to teeter on the brink of outright conflict.
The commercial transactions achieved between this country
and Russia and Red China barely scratch the surface of the trade
potential which exists on an international scale. We forecast an
increase in foreign commerce, for the United States in the new
year, involving more industry groups. Stupendous though the
potential may be,,wexah tap only a tiny fraction of the basic
markets. Iron-curtain counteles simply do not have enough dollar
holdings or trade credits. Sales made on a credit basis require
tedious negotiations to establish terms for such transactions.
Eventually, however, the worldwide revamp of the international
monetary system will result in some improvement in this
situation. But the solution will not come in 1973. Nonetheless,
there should be a better showing in our foreign trade balance and
a less horrendous deficit in our annual international balance of
payments.
Good Year for Farmers
The step-up in grain exports this past year has stiffened
agricultural commodity prices materially, and 1972 is winding up
as one of the best years in history for the nation's farmers.
Realized net income could reach $18.8 billion, a total which would
outstrip the previous peak of $17 billion reached back in 1967.
Farm income next year should hold near this all-time-record
level. Domestic demand for agricultural products will remain
strong, while exports are expected to rule on the upside. Farmers
are already "champing at bit" to start tilling and planting 1973's
spring crops. The farm-equipment market is booming, and
demand for fertilizer and seed will be brisk. Farm real estate
prices have also strengthened.
Bright Consumer Psychology'
All told, the nation's consumers can look forward to a good year
in 1973. There will be some dissatisfaction over prices as well as
occasional tremors among workers unsettled by labormanagement confrontations but the overall atmosphere will be
heartening. Employment should move above the record rate
already achieved during 1972. Already the "Help Wanted"
newspaper sections are reflecting an increase in numbers of job
opernings. On the other hand, unemployment will shrink only a
trifle from the current 6 per cent of the civilian labor force,
possible reaching the Administration's target of 5.5 per cent. This
is scarcely satisfactory to labor leaders, but it must be recognized
that it is difficult to reduce jobless totals—even when employment
is on the rise—if there is a massive influs into the labor force of
young people and mothers seeking part-time or full-time work.
And this will be the case during 1973.
As we said earlier, wage rates will climb further in the year
ahead. The pattern for raises and fringe benefits for the ensuing
three years may well be determined by contracts inked in the key
trucking, auto, and construction industries in the new year. With
multiyear agreements usually calling for the lion's share of the
overall increase in the first year, average wage rates in American
industry will show a significant rise in 1973, tempered somewhat
by whatever controls are in effect. All of this will mean an upward
push in both gross and disposable personal incomes.
Spending Will Rise
The combination of full employment, soaring wage rates, and
new highs in personai income will, of course, put consumers in a
spending mood. For that reason the staff of Babson's Reports
looks for a substantial rise in consumer spending for 1973. The
continuing advance in consumer expenditures will be spurred to
some degree by a decline in the rate of savings. The trend toward
putting away a smaller percentage of disposable income has
been in evidence since the third quarter of 1971 after hitting a
peak he the preceding quarter when consumers channeled 8.6 per
cent of their disposable income into savings. For the full year
1971, the savings rate was 8.2 per cent, but we estimate the 1972
figure will prove to have been reduced to 6.6 per cent.
With little chance for much reduction in food prices and with
consumption per capita still climbing, a fair portion of the increase in personal incomes will go for food and beverages.
Consumers will also spend more for eating away from home.
With new housing starts in 1972 holding up longer than was earlier
expected, furniture and home fur-nishings are likely to remain
strong areas of buyer interest. Purchases of new autos were
extremely heavy during the bulk of the past year, and there is no
indication that this tendency will soon be reversed. It should be
noted, however, that we look for considerably less of an upward
fillup in home furnishings and auto sales in 1973 than was seen in
1972. In both instances, it is getting late in the upward phase of
the selling cycle. We do expect, however, quite positive gains in
consumer spenfing for leisure-time activities and products, and
for apparel and accessories.
Capital Expenditures
Business capital expenditures will help to stimulate the
economy during 1973, but not with the same potency as in previous
business booms. It is probable, in fact, that a good chunk of
capital spending will be not for increased productive capacity but
for items of high social priority. Most firms will be laying out
more money to comply with anti-pollution regulations, and
companies in the oil and gas industry will expend huge sums in
the search for new reserves. Major gas distributors are so hardpressed for fresh supplies of natural gas than they are advancing
millions of dollars to help pay for exploration and development
costs in exchange for the right to purchase a major part or the
entire output of a given area. All in all, business capital expenditures in 1973 could show a gain just about matching the 10
per cent marked up during the past year.
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general public feels that inflation is being restrained, the federal
refinancing projects are likely to occur without undue pressure on
interest rates.
Hence, bond prices will probably show sporadic signs of softness in the short to intermediate sectors of the maturity scale. But
on the long-term end prices should be generally well maintained.
In general, 1973 should offer ample opportunity to make selected
purchases of bonds and preferred stocks of good quality for investors who need to nail down a fair amount of fixed income from
their investments. Wherever possible, however, some inflation
hedge should be sought, even to the point of sacrificing a little
income on a portion of investment capital. This part of investment
funds can be placed in some attractively priced convertible
debentures and convertible preferred stocks.
Bigger Tax Bite?
The outcry, for tax reform, the staggering projected federal
budget deficit. , and the need for help at state and local levels
indicate that somewhere along the line in 1973 there must be a
heavy tax wallop. The staff of Babson's Reports does feel,
however, that by closing tax loopholes of the more glaring sort
and putting some restraints on public spending, the federal
government can avoid an outright increase in both corporate and
personal income taxes in the coming year, over and above the
social security tax hike that is already scheduled to take effect
January 1, 1973.
Stock Market Outlook
The stock market during 1973 will have three powerful factors
in its corner: 1) The element of peace; 2) the generally healthy
economic climate; and 3)the decisive hurdling of the 1,000 mark
by the Dow Jones Industrial Average which is whetting the investment appetite. These are considerations that tend to stiffen
investment confidence substantially. On the assumptions that
corporate profits can post another gain during the coming year
and that inflation can be prevented from running away, the Dow
Jones Industrial Average can be expected to work into still higher
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Interest Rates—Bond Market
Since the consumer will be spending more and business will be
building up inventories and pouring out more funds for capitalequipment programs, there will inevitably be some upward
pressure on interest rates. But we stress once more that we do
not anticipate.another traumatic credit crunch such as occurred
during the closing years of the 1960s. The brunt of any interestrate rise is likely to come at the short end of the money-rate scale,
with only a moderate firming of long-term rates. Keep in mind
that the total of new housing starts will probably ease a bit in 1973.
Moreover,l'orporations are generally in good financial condition
after building up their resources over the past two years with the
aid of the investment tax credit. The Babson staff looks for corporate profits after taxes to go up about 12 per cent in the new
year compared with 16 per cent in 1972. Even this smaller gain,
however--coupled with the freeze on corporate dividend
disbursemenia—will enhance business liquidity.
Nie area of danger in the money-rate picture may be traced to
the,government's doorstep. The U.S. Treasury is slated for fairly
active refinancing in 1973, and the unusual and unexpected tax
receipts that have come in during 1972 through o overwithholding
will not be seen in the new year. Whether the Treasury's debtmanagement efforts will pose a problem depends on inflation
prospects. If, as now seems to be increasingly accepted, the

territory over the next twelve months. The possibility of a move
past the 1,100 mark, to even a challenge of the 1,200 level, should
not be ruled out. However,there may not be a smooth jet flight for
the stock market, if only because of the overhanging danger of
labor troubles which will threaten for virtually the entire year
ahead.
Neverthless, barring an unpredictable major adverse
development, many of the stocks which have been in the doldrums
will have an opportunity to catch up with the parade. Among the
groups that can give a good account of themselves in 1973 are
those related to the energy crisis; the reawakening laggards such
as steels, chemicals, and insurance issues; and those which stand
to benefit most from the increase in business capital spending
and stepped-up foreign trade. The intense atmosphere along the
labor front in the new year could also attract investors to the
stocks of concerns dealing in equipment that would cut back
excessive labor costs.
'4
Promising though the stock market outlook May be s. at this
transition period-1972 into 1973- the staff of Babson's Reports is
of the opinion that investors should employ a healthy measure of
conservatism in their investment moves. Resolve, for instance
not to chase stocks which have already gone whizzing upward; try
to operate on a sensible investment game plan. Give due consideration to the fundamental quality of investment selections
and to securing at least a reasonable degree of diversification for
your portfolio. In addition, keep on hand some investment
reserves at all times.
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Increasing Number of Women Now
Demanding Equal Credit Ratings
By LYNNE OLSON
Associated Press Writer
Women %%lei claim they've
been denied credit because of
their sex are becoming increasingly niilitant in demanding
equal rights h. credit cards and

alsot the . commission's lioycolls, said Lynne Litwiller, Coosumer Affairs acknowledghearings last mring on the sub- heath of NOW's task force on ed last it..
in its rcpt•rt
ject .4 w,men and credit..
taxes, credit and finance. 'Discrimination against wi.Witnesses, including several
Miss De Saramit says she's re- titeit in
granting systenis
cohgresswomen and Women's ceived more than 100 requests ciii be subtle, but serious, as
Iliimtau Direi•tc.r Elizabeth ft
iedividuals and organ- sit,'Win in recent hearings on the
K
h.ld of single women yahoos thrtiughout the nathdi- subject by the National Com%%Oh good incomes who sudden- `1,,t. adviee 'On h w to organize 1:ission 0110011811111121' Finance."
ly had their credit accounts gr.lijks to protest discrimination
The council recoil a 'ended
ch.sed %%Iwo they married.
-.rk f..r equality in credit. that "consumer credit granting
They were told they had 1%.
One .4 the requests --came criteria sin old be the same for
reapply in their -husbands' from the Atlanta YWCA, which uteri and women. When they
liana., in the process losing plaits ail extensive investigation ogee! these criteria, married
their own credit ratings.
of credit practices in Atlanta woolen who so request should
There were instances of wi- aod eventually a permanent be granted credit in their own
ii.,AVS aut.' divorcees whose cred- task force on credit.
name,"
it accounts were canceled when
The Dallas chapter of WEAL
Members of the subeouncil
their marriages ended because just ci aiipleted alt investigation included top officials of J.C.
the credit belonged to the bus- .4 Dallas creditors and Will Penney's, American Express,
urge stores and banks to niake Household Finance Corp., First
Also described were working credit policy changes as a re- National City Bank and Bank of
wives WIlitiS12 earnings were not sult.
America.
counted toward eligibility for
Most creditors insist they do
John F. Patterson, credit
and
single,
diloans
inottgage
it 4 deliberately discriminate it tanager for Franklin Simon, a
v..rced and widowed women and their only criterion for ex- New York clothing store chain,
with substantial incomes who tending credit is the ability of said retailers are beginning to
lad I have %little cosigners be- the applicant to pay.
"show an awareness of their
fore getting tans.
Retailers say it's more con- lack of recognition of women in
venient and less costly for then' the granting of .credit."
several women's rights oreto have a married woman's ac"Many major stores have algauizattoos, including NOW,the count in her husband's name. ready changed
their policies
Women's Equity Action League
I.enders say they're wary of t' ward woilien," Patterson
WEAI.1 and the Women's Loh- c..unting a wife's income for said. "They have
to—in order
by , say they're planning
I..ans because she may quit her to compete. It's a simple matstepped-up fights against sex j ,b, in many cases to- hay( a ter of dollars and cents. We
discrimination in credit.
;wed the business of wfr/
baby.
NOW will mount an "organlucre are signs that the proFranklin Simon, like a numized and concerted" national tests are having sonic effect.
ber of other stores across the
campaign in 1973, which may
A sulicouncii on credit for the nation, recently changed its apit clunk' deniolistrations and National Business Council for
plication form to one that uses

respiase, a nun iber (.f mail- stores, credit card companics and banks say they are
changing or clarifying their
credit policies, arid &ilia' credit's are actively pursuing the
busiiiess t.f woilien.
"A year ago. women just accepted discrimination without
question," said Carole De ,Saram of the_ National Organization of women.
"N.,w they're no longer
taking it. They're asking,'What
d.,
meat' I can't have a
loan or credit?' Hundreds of
women—and even some husbands—are up in arms."
"there's been an enormous
increase in the number of wo.
men deli wilding equal access to
credit," said Barbara Shack,
assistant director of the New
York Civil Liberties Uniim.
"Women. are much more militant, and it's having an effect
on retailers and lenders."
Ruth Holstein, executive director of the National Commassitu on Consul oer Finance, said
the increased protests stein
from widespread national pub-
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the ternis "applicant" and
-spouse," allowing for use by
either sex, rather than asking
for inf,aleation on husband and
wife.
Gilchrist department store in
Boston recently issued a special
Ms. application blank for witi1101 who want a card based
strictly
their own credit ratings. There are no questions
iii,.ut spouse or husband.
Batik Aiiiericard is contacting
women working in the area of
credit for advice in drawing up
-tieW guidelines fi.r ii tentiben'
harks in granting credit to wo-

January Should Be Used
For Planning New Garden
By Nevyle Shackelford
UK College of Agriculture
LEXINGTON, KY—January
is the month of resolutions and
every gardener may well
resolve to have a better garden
this year than ever before. For
the {mit part, actual garden
work is now at a standstill but
spare time may be used to a
good advantage in planning and
preparation for spring.
Spare time can also be used to
study the seed catalogs that
always arrive soon after the
Christmas cards. Make your
selections of seeds, plants, and
shrubs, and "get your name in
the pot" early, Extension
liorticulturists at the University
f Kentucky College of
Agriculture recseirtilend. Solite
seed houses give discounts for
ordering early. Also, getting
your orders in before the spring.
rush begins will help assure that
your selections will be in your
hinds by the time you want and
need them.
January is also a good month
mt which to catch up on your
garden reading. There are
dozens of garden books and
magazines, not all of which, of
course, are good. Elvert
Hubbard once said that we
write books in order to get
things straight in our minds.
Soineihrks we think there has.
been too touch of this writing of
bi.oks, even garden books, but
there are enough really good
ones around to improve
anyone's knowledge. Select a
few, read, enjoy, and porfit
front thent.-And don't forget to
visit your county Extension
office and look over the booklets
and pamphlets available there.
In this supply, you will find
trustworthy reading and infiormation on many -subjects
which may stand you in good
stead this spring and summer.
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UNLIMITED OPPERTUNITY
for Men or Women: we are expanding our ,sales force-have
opening for 3 additional men or
women interested in making $200
or more per week. Year around
eiliployintnt, with future assured
For the right man, or woman. In
one of the fastest growing
companies in our field. ,For
personal interview write to Mr
John W. Isbell P.O. Box 442
Fulton, Ky. 42041.
J4C

SIX YEAR old registered polled
hereford bull. Phone 4362149.,
D29C
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FOR SALE
REGISTERED
BLACKi
Labrador Retriever, one year
old. Three white toy peddles,
registeredi_eight -weelcs_.
Phone 756345.
D29C

36
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Starting F

Slight
Irregulars,
Men's Winte
Rack of C

JEAN

VA LOANS,no down payment for
qualified veteran. 12 years to
pay. Drive on out almost to
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
D30C
MOBILE HOMES, 1 10X50 all 443-6150.
electric large lot, good neighborhood. $70.00 per month, also THREE BEDROOM double
‘.rie 8 X 40 2 bedroom, $45.00 per wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile
iiionth. Phone 489-2595.
D28C Homes, South Beltline Highway,
Paducah, Ky. Phone 443D30C
TWO BEDROOM house, 104 6150.
North Ninth. Key at 102 North
Ninth. Write Harding C. SPINET PIANO: May be seen in
Williams, 236 Locust, Minonk, your area. Reliable persons inIllinois 61760. Owner may be terested in small balance and low
write to
contacted at Holiday Inn the payments may
afternoon of 27 dec. or 'roaming of Richardson Music Company,
1TP
D29C Poplar Bluff, Mo.
28 Dec.

AUTOS FOR SALE

FIBERGLASS PANELS, name
brand factory seconds, ideal for
patios, carports, storage houses,
fences, trailer skirts,as low as .08
per square foot. Plexiglas for
storm windows, doors, and
combine cabs, as low as .50 per
square foot., Ross & Tuck Salvage901-587-2420, Martin, Tenn. Open
6 days a week. 25 selections of
paneling from $2.85 to $7.90 per
sheet. New arid used money safes
fir sale.
D30C
FIREWOOD, $12.00 per rick,
delivered. Phone 437-4548. D30C
30' ELECTRIC utility pole, both
110 and 220 current boxes. Same
as new. Cheap. Also 1961
Chevrolet pickup, 1 1967 motor.
new rubber. Air conditioner, wide
bed,clean,good truck. Phone 753i257. „
D30C
TWO ALUMINUM metal storm
windows to fit openings. One is
30,2 to 33,2 width. The other is
32,2 to 35,2 width. 60-64 in length.
Good condition. Phone 7533202.
D30C

REAL ESTATE salesmen. Will
pay draw plus commission. Must
has'e Kentucky license and be
available to start immediately.
Telephone 502-522-8765 or mail
resume to P.O. Box 329, Cadiz,
Ky. 42211.
D29C

un) Stat11111

All Men's
One Tabl

SWE
% Off
TENN

808 Ch

1

SEAMLESS ALU
nianufaetured a
Atkins Gutter
ray, phone

gg

ZENITH COL
Phone 753-5458.
TEAC AUTO
tape deck A401
$350.00. Also
reverberation a
753-9862.

•
For Fu

Phone
weller rage.

WAITRESS

,14

AND

Car Hostess

has ma

Full or Part Time
Apply In Person

Jerry's
1963 CHEVROLET pickup, real
good mechanical shape. 1932
Hwy. 641 So.
Ford three window coupe. Make
a sharp street rod. Phone 492-8727
after 4:00p.m.
D29C SEMI-1>RIVERS needed. Ii cal
companys need Certified SemiDrivers. Earn $3004400 per week.
1971 PONTIAC Grand Prix. Ni' experience necessary, will
Sharp!?Low mileage, all power. tont. For application call 317Phone 753-8818 or 753-9997. D29C 636-2675, or write Coastway
American Systems. P.O. Box
1970 CHEVELLE Super Sport, 11125. Indialiapolis, Indiana.
January25C
power brakes, and steering and 46201.
automatic- transmission. Very
good condition. phone 753•
HELP WANTED
D29C
1222.

1969 FORD Ranger,'2 Oa' pickup
truck. Can be seen at 603 South
4111 Street
phone— 75:14986
hit it
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. J4('

k/ Cotton

—BU

HELP WANTED

H AN
GI
10
! 1119
1957, 6 Cyli
pickup true
hauled, g
Reasonable
3085,
ONE 1952
equipment
grader bla
smobile to
489-2416, at
BELTON
hearing al
hearing ai

Afternoon Shift

Holiday
Restaurant

Alu

Aurora, Ky.
Call 354-8300

prit‘tE
.

pliwer steering,
coinlitioned, automatic
transiiiisso 41. 1971 Chrysliq. New WANTED (XX* and waitress.
Yorker, fully equipped. Extra Apply 111 IWI'Slr11 only at
cleati. Phone 75:1-7370 after 5:00 Points Barbecue, Coldwater
D30C
- I/30P
'Five

4

N.

Ca

DUPLEX APARTMENT, two
bedrooms, central heat and air,
ceramic tile bath, washer and
,dryer hook up, built in stove.
$125.00 per month plus utilities.
Phone 753-7850.
TFC

1968 VOW)

45

%%S.% ......

,1•11P

WAITRESS

•'-'.' '
25'4'
.-.."

Call
753-1911

PISTOL 45 CAL. Service model,
plus approximately 200 rounds if
animunition, pistol cleaning kit.
FOR RENT
Also antique pocket watch, 75year-old Waltham, recently
FURNISHED APARTMENT, reconditioned. Call
753-5776. 0291'
living room, kitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath. One or two 1966 RAMBLER, two door
bedmonis. Zimmerman Apart- straight shift. Clean. Reasonably
ments, South 16th Street, 753- priced. Phone 753-8537.
D281'
6609.
J14C
1 44 2 bedroom apartment. Full) ELECTRIC GUITAR, almost
brand new, and small amplifier.
furnished, available. , January 1,
for both. Phone 753$60.00
1973. Embassy Apartments. Call.
6422.
J4C
753-4331 or 753-6127.
TFC

1966 FOUR door Chevrolet sedan,
e.00d condition, got al tires, air
, onditioned, locally owned. Price
$600. l'hotie 753-1721.
, D30C
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FOR SALE
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pronunciahon
12 -Traps
13 Vegetable
15 Merry

14

HELP WANTED

Your county Extension office
is also a good place to go for
information if you are having
problems
with
your
houseplants. Perhaps the
lighting in your house is wrong
for the kind of plants you have—
scrtne foliage plants do well in
low light intensities, while UNFURNISHED FOUR room
others must have high in- house plus bath and hall. No pets.
tensities to servive.
501 Chestnut. Phone 753D2IIC
Another common source of 3750.
hiaiseplant trouble is watering
too after. Extension hor- UNFURNISHED THREE
ticulturists say that house bedroom brick house, located 521
plants should be watered only S. 11th, St. Electric heat and air
vdien the soil is dry to the touch, conditioner. Deposit required,
even if this means watering $135.00 a month. Ava. Jan. 1.
D28C
only once a week. Using a little Phone 753-3634.
commercial plant food might
also help your plants, although
little fertilization is necessary
FOR RENT
for houseplants.
Modern Office Space-524
sq. ft.—first floor, central
.; Since niost foliage plants are
heating, air, utilities
tropical, they grow much better
furnished, parking space.
in a room with high relative
If interested contact
humidity—but high humidity is
Western Dark
Fired
hard to maintain in most
Tobacco Growers
horExtension
homes. The
Association, Tobacco,
ticulturists says that setting
Building, 206-208 Maple
houseplants on a tray of moist
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
sand or pebbles can help. They
Tels, 753-3341-3342.
also warn against placing
plants in drafts or in front of
LARGE TWO bedroom unforceful heat exhausts.
furnished duplex apartment with
$110.00 per month.
And if, in January, you would carport.
D30C
like to speed up spring blooming Phi•ta. 753-1837.
soinevdiat, you might try your
hand at forcing Hyacinths, ONE BEDROOM furnished
4-die-valley, Narcissus, apartment, upstairs. Phone 753and other siiiiilar flowers. Bulbs 5840.
ITC
or pips of these plants may be
obtained at seed stores and
tireparing them for bloom is BUILDING FOR body shop or
simplicity itself. After a pre- clean up shop. Natural gas and
cooling period, usually all that electric operated doors. Air
is necessary is to put the bulbs compressor furnished. Good
iti bowls of pebbles and water locatioth 753-3018.
D30C
and place in some sunny window. Complete information of
forcing blooms can be found in HOUSE TRAILER on private lot.
almost any good garden book. Available now. Only 3 blocks
from campus. Water and sewer
furnished. Phone 753-7833.
J4C
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

6 tong. siender
fish
7 Bitter vet,,
8 Teuton',
deity
9 Geometry
line that cuts
another,
10 Omit fedrn

19 Holds back
21 Check
23 Pertaming to
Norway
25 Ate
27 Openwork
fabric
28 VtgOr
(coital )
30 Enthusiasm
31 Having '
definable
!rmos

WED

Hospital Report

December 23, 1972
ADULTS 61
NURSERY 10
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Morton Mrs. Mary
Jane), Route 5, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Freda Gail Sununars,
Route 3, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Nina Mae Wyatt, Route 1, Almo,
Mrs. Bessie Gary Parrish,
Route 6, Murray, Mrs. Kenclaynn Janice Taylor and Baby
girl, New Concord, Mrs.
A •11.
Elizabeth Kaye Collins and
-1.1"4444.ilain and simple fact Baby girl, 1214 Wells Ext.,
lire that women are excellent Murray, Mi-s, Pamela Kay
credarisks," said Charles Hay- Robinson, Route 2, Murray,
ward, vice president of First • Elvis Franklin Lamb, Route 1
National City Bank in New Kirksey, Miss Monique Reylin
York, who says his bank treats Dunlap, 902 Minor, Paris,
men and women equally in TOW., Ernest Lelso, Route 7,
granting Ii'arts.
Murray, William Alton Smith,
Hayward, who said First Na- 1625 Sunset, Murray, Mrs.
ti •eal City counts the income of Mabel Donna Brown, 301 North
wives in coosidering couples' 8th, Murray, Baby Boy Palmer
applicatiiais
itiortgages, I Mrs. Paula Sue), Route 1,
adds: -Women certainly are as Almo.
capable as men in planning,
their futures. There's no reason —Versatile Rod
why there should be any differHOLLYWOOD I UPI I
ewe in considering their appli- Rod Steiger, who's played Al
Capone, Pope John, ,Andrei
cations.
me, it's just a common- Vishinksky and Napoleon will
portray
Machiavelli for
sense thing to do. It's an ob- Dino di Niecolo
Laurentiis in Italy next
i' ris busiriess opportunity."
year. -
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FOR SALE
BLACK(
one year
3 peddles,

FOR SALE

AnotherView Q

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

CranZWitne

rvice iimdel,

Starting Friday, December 29th
One Rack Men's

rounds ,if
cleaning kit.
watch, 75i, recently
53-5776. D2911

Due to the many, many houses and
farms that we have SOLD in 1972 . . .

SPORT COATS
Slight $1 -150
Irregulars, Li

two door
Reasiinably
7
D281'

1st rikesoo
Quality au

WE NEED NEW LISTINGS!!

% Off

COATS

Men's Winter

AR, almost
amplifier.
ne 753J4C

to get 1973 off to a good start.
If you have Property to'Sell, give us a call.
We THINK We can sell your Property!

iall

Rack of Corduroy

v Cotton & Polyester v Knit
All Men's

INUM metal storm
fit openings. One is
width. The other is
width. 60-64 in length.
ion. Phone 753.
D30('
LP WANTED
ATE salesmen. Will
lus commission. Must
ucky license and be
to start inunediately.
502-522-8765 or mail
P.O. Box 329, Cadiz,
rr

tfnc

• Two Helmets
One Used and One New

Phone 753-6213

\ HOLSTEIN CALVES
—

After 5:00 p.m.

"IOW ••••111.. •••1111. .11MONO...11.1111.

has many of their
UNIOUE
HANDCRAFTED
GIFTS at

SALE
Pianos & Organs
KIMBALL
We ve got toe finest
selection and best prices.

Prices Start at

'444"
includes bench & delivery

1957, 6 Cylinder, 3-4 ton Chevy
pickup truck. Motor just overhauled, good tires, good body.
Reasonable price, phone 753D29C
3085.
ONE 1952 FORD tractor with
equipment. , one bush hog, one
grader blade and one 1958 Oldsmobile four door sedan. Call
489-2416, after 5:00 p.m.
J2P
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
hearing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. D 28C

Afternoon Shift

CALL
About Our
Aluminum Sheets

25'each

i !It C(X)K and waitress.
in 'amen only at Five
S Barbecue, Coldwater
D30C

The Ledtet & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.,.;,f
Phone 753-11r6

CONRAD'S
Pianos & Organs

All makes & models Furnaces
Couches & Chairs
Refrigerators & Stoves
Washers & Dryers
Black Leather Lounge Chair
Cottage Cabin
Storage Buildings (various sizes)
Dinette Sets
Gun Case (holds 6 guns).

Come By, Check the Bargains!
BILL'S
MOBILE HOME REPAIR
Hwy. 641 North
Phone 753-0880

Almo, Ky.

Paducah, KY

EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT, CREOSOTED POLES and penta
economieal, Blue Lustre carpet treated lumber. Also styrofoam
cleaner. Rent electric shampooer logs for dock flotation. Murray
TAPPAN, refrigerator, white,
$1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping Lumber Company, 104 Maple
,
single door with freezer. 753Center.
030C Street.
D28C
D29P
3137.
619 Bwy.

Ph. 443-6453

LEGAL NOTICE
triMeWILVIMels

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

"On December 15, 1972. the Kentucky Public Service Commission was notified that effective January 2, 1973, the
following Adjustment Addendum will be made to schedules
of rates and charges. The following Table lists the adjustments applicable to the designated rate schedules:
Demand Charge
Energy Charge
Per Kw of
Rate Schedule
Per Kw h
Billing Demand
Residential Rates

Add 0.080 cents

General Power Rates
Customers billed under Parts "A"
('ustomers billed under Parts "B"
or

Add 0.80 cents
Add 0.032 cents

New Year

Resolution Sale
Drastically Reduced Prices
On . . .
•SVIS

"ANTS •%NOS
COO •
SHOES
•SPOM

College Shop
HAPPY 10th Birthday Stacy!
From Mania, Daddy & Mike. 1TP

PEST CONTROL

Add 16

WEST KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION
%%%%%%%%%%\\•

I

Across From MSU Library
Free Parking!

In accoreance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final Settlement
of accounts was on December 26
In accordance with Kentucky 1972 filed
by Geo E. Overbey , Jr.
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and & Inis
C. Wadkins-Co.-Executors
25.200: Notice is hereby given of the
estate of Hattie Geneva
final
Jackson, Dec'd, and that the
tlheantienat orfeP(ad-ctcounof
seotn- same has been
approved by the
Deceniber 26, 1972 filed by Roy D. Calloway
County Court and orHartsfield, Executor of the estate dered filed to
lie over for exof Maude Hartsfield Dec'd, and ceptions.
Any person desiring to
that the same has been approved file any
exception thereto will do
by the Calloway County Court so on Iii'
before January 22, 1973
and ordered filed to he over for or be
forever barred.
exceptions. Any person desiring Witness my
hand this 26 day of.
to file any exception thereto will
December, 1972.
di, so on or before January 22,
By Marvin Harris
1973, or be forever barred.
County
Court
Clerk,
Witness my hand this 26 day of
Calloway County, Kentucky
December, 1972.
Judith Ainley, D.C.
By Marvin Harris
1TP
County
Court
Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky In accordance with Kentucky
Judith Ainley, D.C.
1TP Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
MUSIC
that a report of final settliment of accounts was on
December 26, 1972 filed by 'Neva
Music Lessons
Childres, Executrix of the estate
Professional teachers of
of Henry Childres, Dec'd, and
Piano, organ, VOICE', guitar,
accordion, drums and band
that the same has been approved
instruments. .1 8. B MUSK
by the Calloway County. Court
Center, Murray, Ky
7537575
and ordered filed to lie over for
exceptions. Any person desiring
PIANO TUNING aria Repair. to file any exception thereto will
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered do so on or before January 22.
craftsman Piano Technician 1973, or be forever barred.
TFC Witness my hand this 26.day of
Guild.
Deceniber, 1972.
Pianos -Organs
•
By Marvin Harris
Clerk,
Court
County
See why more people buy
Wurlitter than any other
Calloway County, Kentucky
piano. Sales-Seryice-Rental
1TP
Judith Ainley, D.C.
purchase. Practice piano and
studios JAB Must( Center,
Murray, Ky. 153-7575,

Add 0.080 cents

"01." Rate - Part A

\‘‘

4

After
5 p.m.

BALDWIN
I

John Hodge

MUST SELL — $250.00

Clearance Sale

1119 No. Arcadia

Aurora, Ky.
Call 354-8300

Phone 753-9478

Year End

10% Off

Holiday
Restaurant

Guy Spann 753-2587
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Louise Baker 753-2409
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761
Jack Persall 753-8961
Buddy Sykes 753-3465
Tripp Williams 753-6422

2!30

(1
„
71one 489-2161

Phone 753-7724

Branch Office - 711 Main Street

Great Gift!!

FASHION MART

I

WAITRESS

901 Sycamore St.

NURSE AIDE class; Applications are being accepted for
a nurse aide training class, to be
conducted at the Murray
Am.
-Calloway County Hospital,
808 Chestnut eAroculliM
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols 1964 FORD GALAXIE XL. Motor during the month of January,
Murray, Ky.
in Kentucky. No increase in and transmission like new. Phone 1973. Applicants must have
prices. Country Boy Stores, 753-6637.
TFC completed 2 years of high school
Army Surplus, 9 miles from
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
USED BALDWIN Spinet pianos. and be at least 18 years of age.
The SILENT GUARD II
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
manufactured and installed by
Used Baldwin organs. Used Apply at the hospital personnel
Atkins Gutter Installation,
SEARS BEST 4-PLY 117 and 164. Open Sunday until Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo office. An equal opportunity
4:00 p.m.
D29C
lurray, phone 753-8407 or 753D30C
Piano Company, across from eiliployer.
NON-BELTED TIRE
8992.
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
D29C
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
In accordance with Kentucky
• I.
40
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
ZENITH COLQR television.
„
GERMAN SHEPHERD puppies
t•a t.
Piano Company, across from
25.200: Notice is hereby given
Phone 753-5458,
D28C
for sale. AKC call 753-0741: 1329P
D29C
that a report of final setSot of 4 tires starts as low as 140.60 Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
plus $l.,61 F. E . T, per-tits for Sean
tlement of accounts was on
TEAC AUTOMATIC reverse
December 26,
1972 filed by
tape deck A4010S and 25 tapes 4-PLY CRUSADER in 6.00-13 size.
Frankie M. Feagin, Executrix of
$350.00. Also Pioneer SR202
Sales _QM*
the estate of Mabra Hugh Travis,
reverberation amp,$50.00. Phone , Sears Woke
Murray, Ky.
Dec'd, and that the same has
753-9862.
center
.....Sisoths701;
Shopping
D29C
been approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered filed to
lie over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any exception thereto will do so on or
before January 22, 1973, or be
((weever barred.
BULLS or HEIFERS
Witness illy hand this 26 day of
e/
From 1 Week to Weaning Age
December, 1972.
By Marvin Harris
For Further Information
County
Clerk,
Court
Calloway County, Kentucky
Judith Ainley, D.C..
1TP

r Hostess

ELP WANTED

Member of Multiple Listings
Our Sales Staff .. .
Home Phones:

HONDA CB100

-- ALL SALES FINAL -No Refunds or Exchanges Please

AND

ilVERS needed. Local
s need Certified SemiEarn $300-$400 per week.
hence necessary, will
or application call 3175, or write Coastway
.an Systems. P.O. Box
odianapolis. Indiana.
January25C

FOR SALE

Guy Spann Realty

1 97 1

LADIES CLOTHING

ITRESS

JgEry's

12-25

FOR SALE

-

On Famous Brand

The
Wild
?kupberry

Hwy. 641 So.

$ Ist 0If —As nght• 1910.041
UoiNel Nob. hey1.14. 1.c

NEV46 ITEM: Ag-n-smoKIN6 DRIVE
MAKE5 GLO13Al- AINI9.

SWEATERS
% Off on All BOYS CLOTHES
1
2 Price
TENNIS SHOES /
1
2 Off
Y3 to /

Vv. ••••••—itilart.

or Part Time
ly In Person

Tn.

•isr2

$500

: May be seen in
able persons in1 balance and low
ay
write
In
usic Company,
1TP

C utility pole, both
urrent boxes. Same
heap. Also 1961
.kup, 1 1967 motor.
it conditioner, wide
Jod truck. Phone 753D30C

SHIRTS /
1
2 Price

One Table Men's Pullover

COM double. Bill's Mobile
Mine Highway,
gie 443D30C

$12.00 per rick.
ne 437-4548. 030C

'12 Price

JEANS

n payment for
12 years to
Jut almost to
e on Beltline.
on spot. BIB'S
3900 South
Paducah, Ky.,
D30C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BEAUTIFUL WT for immediate
building. Sharp St. near city park shopping center, city school
hospital, university. Phone 606549-2494.
TFC

APTER•CIIRACIMIAS

D29C

PANELS, name
nods, ideal for
storage houses,
kirts, as low as .08
t. Plexiglas for
ws, doors, and
as low as .50 per
ss & Tuck Salvage'
artin, Tenn. Open
k. 25 selections of
$2.85 to $7.90 per
d used money safes
D30C

75C37:1916

PIANO
TUNING—Repairrebuilding. Prompt expert service. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 7538911.
December28C

AVERAGE HOME sprayed for,
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
monthly contract required.
Superior Exterminating;
Company. Phone 753Januaryllt
7266.

BANKAMERICARD

163 ACRES near Kirksey, gravel
pit, timber, tobacco barn, stock
barn, rental house, pasture, and
crop land, dark fire tobacco, corn
base, only $26,000, call owner,
Mayfield 247-7132 or 247-1285. TFC
$35,000-245 ACRES,located on the
old Murray-Paris Road. Approximately' 100 acres tillable.
Contact Moody Realty Company,
write P.O. Box, Paris, Tenn. or
D30C
phone 901-642-5093.
FIVE ACRES, located on Kentucky Lake, 400' water frontage.
Sale price $12,000. House included. Contact Moody Realty
Company, . Write P.O. Box 615,
Paris, Tenn. or phone 901-6425093.
D30C
BY OWNER; four bedroom-,
home,.'"With large den, large
private patio, large.i!tility room,
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
and Middle Schools. Priced to
sell. Bank loan available to right
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
753-6342 nights.
TFC
BEAUTIFUL YEAR around
cottage, located on Cypress
Creek. Fireplace, two bedrooms,
boat dock, 190' water frontage.
Sale price $27,500, Contact
Moody Realty Company. Write
P.O. Box 615, Paris, Tenn or
phone 901-642-5093.
D30C
12 ROOM Brick Colonial mansion, on 42 acres in Dukedom,
Tennessee, with over 12 mile of
highway frontage. $27,500.00.
Phone 912)776-5397.
42C
SERVICES OFFERED
FOR ALL your additionsremodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old. Free
estimates. Call 953-6123.
TFC
ICELLYLS TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
13th „Street. "Every day you
delay lets bugs have their
way."
MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS

307 N. 4th

753-6091

RADIO, TELEVISION,
SMALL APPLIANCE
SALES 8. SERVICE
SPECIALIZING IN CS 8. CAR
A•10 REPAIR

GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
Installation or rework. No job too
WANT TO JOIN or start car pool big or too small. Call for estimate
to Goodyear Union City for third 436-2159, Jim,
January4P
shift, 11-7 call 753-0741.
D29P
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
If You
TFC
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.

Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

ISPECIALIZES IN WOOD
AND
COMPOSITION ROOFING
OOPER CONSTRUCTION CO
Building and remodeling.
Phone 354-6567
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
753-7625 nights.
TFC
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
CARD OF THANKS

753-7278
Blue Marlin
Club
Wednesday, Dec. 27
Brien & The
Men-Say-Shuns
Friday, Dec. 29
David See's
Combo
Saturday, Dec. 30
Brien 8 The
Men-Say-Shuns
Monday, Ian. 1
The Wonders Call For NEW YEAR'S
RESERVATIONS
Paris, Tenn. 642-9804

I wish to take this method to thank each and every one who,so
kindly remembered me while in
the VA hospital with their "Get
Weir cards and expression of
illeer and sympathy. They
ielped me greatly in passing ott
tile days.
I am now out and at the home of
my. daughter, Mrs. Howard L.
Hickok of in Richmond Calif.,
where I an) improving fairly
N ell, and am looking forward to a
joyful Christmas. I pray that
each of you will have a most
joyful Christmas and tha the
I.ord. will greatly bless each one.
Merry Christmas, your friend,
Laymen Neale.
ITC
WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY old furniture,
attic junk, or anything of value.
.December28C
Phone 436-2135.
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Nicaraguan Earthquake Not A
Major One By Scientific Terms

People In
The News

"
1.

LOS ANGELES ( API — The
earthquake that ripped Managua, the capital of Nicaragua,
was a catastrophic disaster in
human terms, but to scientists
the jolt was neither unexpected
nor unusually severe.
The fact that it wrecked the
city and killed thousands resulted not from extraordinary
force but from three factors:
—It was centered very close
to, or within, the city.
—The quake originated close
to the surface of the city's,
loose, ashy land base.
—Few of Managua's buildings 401i-entry-were designed
or built to withstand such
tennors.
Seismographs at various California points indicated Saturday's jolt had an intensity of
6.25 to 6.4 on the Richter Scale.
Thus it was sonievotat less intense than the 6.6 quake in February 1971 that rocked the San
Fernando Valley north of Los
Angeles and killed 65 persons.
Dr. Dun Anderson, director of
the seismology laboratory at

THURSDAY—DECEMBER 28, 1972

Women Being Named
I
Postmasters In
Increasing Numbers

Arab Terrorists Agree
To Release Six Hostages

the California Institute of
SANTA MONICA, Calif.(API
Technology, said Tuesday a
Pienkaria, the policerrian
WASHINGTON AP) — Wo- --BANGKOK,Thailand I AP) —
-- The popular dance team of
quake is not classified by scienFive Arab terrorists took over on guard there.
men
are
being
named
postMarge and Gower Champion—
tists as "major" unless it
masters in increasing numbers, time Israeli embassy today, Vize
said he then saw two
which thrilled stage, television
reaches 7.5 on the Richter
and the Postal Service is Lug six hostages, but govern- other men climb over a side
and movie fans for a quarter
Scale.
ment sources said the invaders wall of the embassy. compound.
pleased with the results.
century—is being dissolved by
The great San Francisco divorce.
There are 11,901 women and agreed nirw hours later to re-They had leather-type jackquake of 1906 was estiruated at
17,712 risen serving as post- lease the hostages in return for ets on that looked like bulleMarge Champion filed for di8.25.
masters. Postmaster General a safe CI011dUCt out of Thailand. tproof jackets we use in the povorce from her husband of 24
He said many quakes as
E. 'I'. Klasseri said Wednesday
The hostages included Shi- lice force," lie reported.
years Wednesday in a Superior
strong as Saturday's occur
lie has named 1,101 women and
Aviinor, Israeli ambassaThese two were carrying subCourt suit, citing "irreconcifrequently in Central America
1,306
dor.
to
filen
postmaster
as
Cambodia.
machine guns, and the two in
s
since
lable differences." The action
but go unreported because they
January.
Thai police entered the em- evening dress apparently had
ended a storybook roniance and
are in remote areas.
Klassen said women post- bassy tonight.
guns WW1. Their coats.
a career that made them the
masters have done an excellent
The government negotiated
Suuchai said the four filen orThe particular earthquake- top dance teani in America.
job, are dependable, good man- with Pan American World Air- dered iuiiuu into the embassy
prone feature of Central AmerThe Champions, both 53, sepagers and do well at employe ways to take the Arabs to their building, rounded up all the
ica, Anderson_ said, is an off- arated last August, and the suit
unknown destination.
relations.
employes and shouted
shore trench. Here the Pacific Said a priperty settlement was
In the first of today's events, "Go! Goo!" in English. When
Ocean floor is moving toward being worked out. Mrs. Cham_
—Pe Arabs gained access to the the Thais fled, the Arabs bolted
and under the mainland mass, pion will get custody of sons
\.
(.soo lpound. Two wore formal the front door and shut all the
causing great compressional Gregg, 16, and Blake, 10.
whitti tie and tails, as if they windows.
forces.
The couple married in 1947
were going to attend today's inSundial rah to a telephone
and
began a rise to fame that
Dr. Robert Brown of Menlo
(Continued from Page 1) - • vestiture of Prince Vajiralong- outside
the compound and
Park, Calif., a seismologist at ended in 1961 when Marge recalled the local police station.
eitiployees if the city' and korn as heir to the throne.
the U.S. Geological Survey's tired as a performer. Both then
They were granted ready ac- Moore than 300 police and troops
stipulated the qualifications for
National Center for Earthquake made names for themselves as
vacations in the various cess and were joined by three rolled to the compound and
Gower
Research, noted that Managua choreographers.
other aniied Arabs, who surrounded the embassy buildLARGEST STOCKING—Victor Olazabel, left, and Chester departments.
is particularly vulnerable be- recently staged dance numbers
Martin,
climbed
holding
are
"World's
Largest
a wall.
the
Christmas
ing.
Stocking"
other
In
business
night,
last
for
'The Happy Tnne,"-"Bye,
cause it is built on loosely comwhich was given away recently by the Bank of Murray. Winner of Rex Alexander,chairman of the
The invaders threatened to
The Israeli government said
pacted volcanic debris. This Bye Birdie" and "Hello, Doi.
the stocking was Mr. Rue Overbey, of Farmer Avenue, Murray, Parks arid Recreation Com- kill the hostages and blow up five Israelis were being held inmaterial is shaken even more ly!"
ti
who registered for the stocking for his grandchildren, Rinse') mittee, submitted the names of the embassy unless 36 Palestin- side, including First Secretary
violently by a quake than a
Turner, son of Mr. and Mrs. FAI Turner of Almo. Rt. 1; and Drew two persons who have applied ian prisoners were released Nitzhan Hadass, his wife and
base of solid rock would be, he
ON erbey.son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Overbey of Owensboro.
for the position of City from Israeli prisons.
the wife of a clerk.
(Continued from Page 1
said.
MIAMI, Fla. (API — Gov.
About 400 Thai police and
Recreation Director for 1973.
The terrorists threw out two
George C. Wallace is using an
army troops with guard dogs notes containing a list of the 36
The two are:
As the French queen said when
experimental device to block
Palestinians for whom freedom
—Gary Hohman, who was surrounded the conicoound.
told the people had no bread,
pain inipolses from the spinalThe terrorists earlier had was demanded and seven other
appointed acting director when
"let them eat cake".
cord injury he received during
Barry Polston resigned the vowed to "fight to the end" demands.
an assassination attempt in
position in August of 1972, and, rather than release the hosWe see that nothing is gained by
Maryland last spring.
The other demands were not
—John T. Hamlin, who tages.'
running way from the truth. If
The Alabama governor, on a
niade public immediately.
The
Thai
government offered
retired from the U.S. Army in
facts are facts, then so be it.
holiday trip to Miami, said
LONDON (AP) — The U.S. as an ordinary citizen, He has
The notes identified the
the Arabs safe conduct out of
1966 with the rank of major.
Recognize them as such arid if
Wednesday he had experienced Embassy said today recluse bil- been living for months in Manterrorists as nienibers of the
the
country
if
they
would
reHohnian
they are unpleasant. then try to
is 28 years old and is
some discomfort from the in- lionaire Howard Hughes will agua, Nicaragua, apparently
Black September organization,
lease the hostages.
Mrs. Wayincon I Ruby) Young
change them.
have to emerge from the priva- without any question being a graduate of Murray State
the
jury
and
called
Veterans
guerrilla group responsible
the
Details of what evolved from
of Route Four, Paris, Tenn.,
University with a B.S. in
Administration to see.if some cy of a tightly guarded London raised about his passport. He
for the Lod airport massacre
this
were
native
not
immediatel
of
Recreatio
y
n
We ran across this the other day
Calloway County, relief could
and
Park
hotel suite if he wants a new flew in and out of the United
last May and the attack on the
be provided.
•
Management and a minor in clear.
entitled The Nine Ages of passed away Tuesday at 10:45
States after the earthquake last
VA doctors recommended a passport.
One report was that Thai offi- Israeli Olympic team in Munich
Physical
Education
Man". This is a one line poem p.m. at the Henry County cutaneous stimulator,
.
He
is
The 67-year-old
tycoon weekend drove him from Manlast swin»er.
which
married and the couple has one cials and the Egyptian amwhich is to be read aloud. General Hospital, Paris, Tenn. sends a
tingling electric shock doesn't need a passport to stay agua, arid apparently no objecbassador
One note, written in English,
reached agreement
Author is F. Emerson Andrews.
The deceased, age 67, was through the nervous system, in Britain, and he doesn't need tion was made to his not having two-year-old child.
Hamlin is 50 years of age and with the Black September demanded that the prisoners be
married to Waymon Young in blocking pain impulses from one to get back into the United a passport. And the embassy
Not old enough to know better. 1920. She was
States. But an embassy spokes- sought to expedite his admis- is a graduate of New Concord terrorists guaranteeing them freed by' 8 p.111. Friday Bangborn March 12, the brain.
High School and has attended safe passage if they released kok time, or 8 o'clock EST
1905, in Calloway County and
The device, connected to Wal- man said Hughes' passport had sion to Britain by telling the
the hostages unharmed, But tonight, and flown to the Cairo
was the daughter of the late lace's skin by electrode strips expired some time ago and Hoine'Office, that he was com- Murray State. He was in
Athletic and Special Services Pan American had refused to airport.
Saniuel D. Paschall and and powered by flashlight bat- Washington officials advised ing without a valid passport.
while in the Army. He is carry the Arabs if they' were
Rebecca Paschall.
teries, "is supposed to fool my that he had asked for a new
Aniir was at Parliament
British immigration rules alniarried and the couple has two armed, police said.
one.
low
House with the rest of the dipadmission
spinal
the
cord,"
foreigners
of
said
Wallace,
who
Mrs. Young is survived by her
The Israeli government had
daughters, 16 and 18.
lomatic corps for the royal in"As far as we're concerned," without passports so. long as
husband; three sisters, Mrs. was partially paralyzed by• a
said it would not submit to
gunshot wound.
vestiture. He hurried back to
the spokesman said, "he will they carry documents estabblackmail and release prisonNaomi Orr of Hazel Route
the embassy, talked with Gen.
Dr. Ross Davis of the VA
have to call personally, fill in lishing their identity and naOne, Mrs. Pauline Boyd of
ers.
said the device provided Wal- the usual application form and tionality. Sources close to
Praphas Charusathien, the
-I'm so grateful for my first- Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs. lace has
Two of the terrorists wore COIllmander of the
proved successful in
Thai army
pay a $12 fee. That's what ev- Hughes said he planned to stay
aid training," exclaimed the Wilma Paschall of Cottage
white tie and tails, posing as and police, and then
blocking pain in six out of 10 ery American traveling without in Britain for six months, possitelephoned
girl. "Last night there was an Grove, Tenn.; one brother,
diplomats returning from the his government in
patients, but he emphasized a passport has to do, and it wilt bly longee. A Home Office
Jerusalem.
accident right in front of my Vester Paschall of Murray
LEXINGTO
investiture
crown
today
N,
the
of
Ky
(API
—
that it was still in experimental be the same for Mr. Hughois."
Praphas had rushed from
spokesman said he could rehouse. An old man was knocked Route Seven.
General Telephone Co. of Ken- prince of Thailand.
use.
Parliament House in his white
If the embassy enforeep the main "as long as it suits him." tucky, which
down by a car and was bleeding
serves more than
They' walked through the em- dress uniform and
Funeral services were held
Hughes and his entourage
sword to
regulation, it will be the- find
all over. He was moaning this morning at eleven o'clock
300,000 customers in 35 coun- bassy gate and "bowed and take
Gatwick
landed
at
Airport
command of the force
time
in memory that the U.S.
something awful. That's when at the chapel
ties,
announced
a $189 million smiled to me," said Pvt. Sun- surrounding the embassy.
BALTIMORE, Md. t API — governmen
of the McEvoy
t has treated Hughes south of London shortly after five-year improveme
my first-aid training came in Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn.,
nt and exThe Rev. Philip Berrigan has
midnight Wednesday. They
handy. I remembered to put my with Rev. Cecil Brewer
pansion program Thursday.
of- returned to the Baltimore headwere
held
for
up
at
least
half
head between my knees to keep ficiating. Burial
was in the Oak quarters of the Josephite Oran hour while officials checked
More than $35.6 million will
from fainting."
Grove Cemetery near Hazel. der, but there is no word from
the silysterious billionaire's be spent during 1973 for imthe Catholic order on when he
identity. After, considerable provement of both local and
will resume his duties.
telephoning, he was allowed to long-distance service and for
The 51-year-old antiwar priest,
enter the country'.
reduction of party lines, comwas paroled from the federal
Fourfurtained Rolls Royces pany' president Otis W. CampHoliday
the Louisville Board of Educa- correctional facility at Danbrought the party to the nine- bell said.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)— tion for a review of a Kentucky bury, Conn., on Dec. 19 after
story
Inn at the Park, overFRANDFORT, Ky.—There Coen- suspicion diminishes."
Death .clainied Mrs. Orval
New construction also will
State offices in. Kentucky are
Court of Appeals decision that serving 2'.2 years of concurrent
looking Hyde Park, and Hughes
MaYbelle)
(
Simmons
of 214 moved into the west wingon the take place at 10 company build- are people without jobs; there
six-year sentences for destroyclosed today and state banks the law was constitutional.
After the week of counseling,
are jobs without people. Public
ings.
ing draft records at Baltimore Grove Street, Paris, Tenn., on top floor, at $2,500 a day.
and savings and loan associa "job coach" is assigned. The
Service
Careers,
Tuesday
a
division
at
of
9:30
p.m.
at
the
and
Catonsville. Md.
ations have the option of stay- Class
The wing was sealed off, and
Campbell said the expansion the state Department of Per- job coach helps the entrant
He was also serving a two- Henry County General Hospital an intercom system was in- program was the
ing open or closing in obserDANVILLE, Ky. i AP)—Two
largest in the sonnel, gets the two together. (overcome personal problems
there.
vance of the death of former Spanish courses at. Centre Col- year sentence for smuggling
stalled at the main door. Police company's history and that the
As a bonus, the division also which might hurt his success in
Mrs.
Simmons
was
70
years
of
letters
in and out of the LewisPresident Harry S. Truman.
lege, normally held at the Danwith walkie-talkies patrolled expenditures earmarked for helps advance people
age
in dead- training or on the job; problems
and
a
member
of the
( Pa.)
Federal
Acting Gov. Julian Carroll ville campus, will be held in burg
below, and guards 1973 represented an all-time end jobs
by providing training such as transportation or child
Church of Christ at Paris, Tenn. the streets
Penitentiar
y
while
confined
announced the state holiday in Mexico City instead this winter.
doors to the wing.
high for a single year.
la turn what might be the end of care.
Born December 18, 1902, in nianned all
a proclamation Wednesday. U.
Manuel L. Diaz, Centre Span- there.
The entrants—are placed in
the line, into the geginning of a
Calloway
County,
she was the s
Gov. Carroll was acting gover- ish instructor, will teach the
state governittept positions.
productive career.
daughter
of
the
late
Edgar
nor in the absence of Gov. Wen- courses to 10 students, and
The program works in two They may be nurses aides,
Houston and Myrtle Yarbrough
dell Ford, who was hunting in there will be field trips in
ways: the entry level finds jobs mental health technicians,
Houston.
Tennessee.
theatrical producitions, bullfor the disadvantaged while the maintenance nien or clerks.
The former Calloway County
In 1949, at the age.of 12, Car- lights, concerts, museums and
Time average entrant is in his
woman was married to Orval
upgrade component provides
roll was a delegate to Boys Na- lectures, as well as visit to colate
20's, but ages range from 19
schooling
Simmons,
for
the
under-train
who
ed
survives,
in
tion in Washington and visited lonial towns and archaeological
to 60. Smith feels the program is
1925.
so they can advance.
Truman at the White House.
sites.
Three full-time recruiters are very successful: "We. have a
Mrs. Simmons is survived by
The courses are in Spanish
bat Engineer Co., said although involved in the entry level to retention rate over 80 percent,"
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (API
her husband, one daughter,
Rollback Law
conversation and in contempomany of the city's water lines seek out those who most need he said, -and that's very good
SAIGON (AP),— The U.S. Mrs. Marvin Smyth of Paris, — Foreign doctors say enough
OWENSBORO, Ky. (API--A rary Spanish-American culture.
had been ruptured and some of the divisions's services, people for this sort of program."
personnel
medical
Tenn.,
supplies
and
and
six
grandchildr
Command
en.
announced today the
group of Daviess County public
The funeral is being held are on hand to ward off any
the cisterns around the city had some would call "unemThat retention rate is higher
loss of two more B52 bombers
school students and parents Drowning
than for comparable positions
been cracked by the quake Sat- ploy'able."
today at one p.mmu. at the chapel typhoid or typhus epidemic in
and
a
rescue
big
helicopter
in
have petitioned the U.S. SuLOUISVILLE, Ky. (API—A
(of the McEvoy Funeral Home, the earthquake-devastated Ni- urday, some 20 million gallons
Unemployable isn't quite the held by those who wouldn't be
preme Court to review the con- 24-year-old Louisville-area mart, the air attack on North Vieta day could still be provided negative term it seems to be. It considered disadvantaged. The
Paris, Tenn., with Bro. B. B. caraguan capital.
stitutionality of Kentucky's George E. Baker, died Wednes- nam. Six men were reported
"There is no epideniic in for the greater Managua area.
James officiating. Burial will be
includes anyone who has a positions involved are not
"rollback" law.
day after his sailboat over- missing.
He
said
about
in
gallons
today,"
Managua
Juan
Dr.
said
the
78,000
barrier between himself and a highly paid, and many would
Walker
Cemetery
communiqu
A
e said one of
there.
The "rollback" law provides turned in the Ohio River.
Jose Chiari of Panama. "We were brought into the city' Wed- productive job. That barrier not be considered challenging,
that a school district must reDeputy Coroner Barry Fore- the B52.s crashed early today in
arttprobably going to avoid an nesday, "enough to provide cold be a small child who can't but to the "unemployable" they
duce (or roll back its tax rate if man said death apparently was the vicinity of the Nakon Phaeach person with half a gal- be left at home, a poor have an important plus the jobs
of diseases."
outbreak
nom
Air
Base in northeast
it will produce more funds in caused by exposure, but an au151.S. relief officials expressed lon."
education, a record of criminal are a chance for entrants to
Thailand after being hit over
one year than it did during the topsy is being performed.
This indicated that about 150,- offense, or simply a lack of prove themselves and begin a
satisfaction with the arrival of
North
Vietnam.
crew
six
The
previous year.
Baker was sailing in his fatons of grait flour and pow- 000 persons—or half the normal training needed to get and hold more productive life.
Te Daviess County group is ther's sailboat, Foreman said, members parachuted and were
dered milk. Nicaraguan offi- population—were still in the a job.
asking the high court to review and had been in the water. rescued, the Command said.
By the time the basic skills
J. B. Trevathan, 79, Route cials
id more trucks were city despite orders for everyone
On the entry level, the
In a delayed report, the Conmthe October ruling of a panel of about one and one-half hours
training is over, the entrants
Four, died this morning at 9:45 needed to get the food to 19 dis- Ii evacuate. the area. Authhr- program provides
mand
participants are qualified for their parannounced another B52
three federal judges at Louis- when a tugboat picked
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway Obtain/1 points set up outside dies continued to appeal at with a week of
him up.
counseling.
ville that the law was con- Baker was pronounced oeaa on was shot down in the Hanoi
County Hospital.
frequent
intervals for evac- Counselors try to locate the ticular jobs. Many' have scored
the city to draw persons away
stitutional. The Supreme Court arrival at lAmisville's General area Tuesday. The six crewhigh on their merit tests.
Trevathan was a retired from the ruins.
uation, but many obviously entrant's strong points
men are missing.
and
rejected a previous appeal by Hospital.
farmer in the Locust Grove
were
ignoring
time
effort.
aptitudes and eliminate some of
According to Smith,about 530
An Air Force CH53 "Jolly
They said supplies were piled
Residents were warned to the attitudes and worres
Green Giant" helicopter Community, and is survived by'
that people were enrolled in the
the widow, Otie Houston up at the airport and even in avoid all area of 450 blocks in preVIrously
crashed in Laos after being hit
have
caused programs at the end of
the front yard of Gen. Anasduring a rescue effort over Trevathan, Route Four, one tasio Soolooza, the country's rul- time hardest hill sector that was problems.
November—a little over 300 on
(laughter, Mrs. Edwin (Robbie)
designated an epidemic zone.
According to Cal Smith, the entry level and about 200 in
North Vietnam Wednesday, the
er.
Stamps,
Doctors said the title was pre- director of the
Route Three, one son,
OTTAWA ( API — Former Navy Secretary John Warner Command said. The crew was
Public Service the upgrade component. The
Canadian Prime Minister Les- an has been hold to pursue any rescued, and one of them was Ben H. Trevathan, 804 S. 16th,
Lt. Cool. Frank Simons, in cautionary and did not indicate Careers- -prograin, past ex- program is federally funded
ter B. Pearson, winner of the protest with the admiral who wounded, the Command report- and and three grandchildren. charge of the U.S. relief pre. presence of an epidemic.
perience can be a problem in and administered through a
Tlie' J. H. Churchill Funeral gram, praised the food disSoonuoza, whose family has itself,
Nobel Peace Prize, died Wed- ordered the demotion.
ed.
contract with the state PerHome is in charge of tribution' plan set up by So- run Nicaragua for 35 years,
.1
nesday night of cancer at his
-Many of the people on the sonnel Department.
The losses raised to 22 the
said
arrangenie
in
a
nts.•Eriends may moza.
Ottawa home. He was 75.
statement broadcast entry level are suspicious
WASHINGTON (API — The total nuniber of American airand
The upgrade portion of the
call there after 10 a.m. Friday.
have had the hourly that looters were being cynical„' said Smith. "Their
"We swot'
Nixon administration has shut- craft the U.S. Command has reprogram
Funeral
applies to personnel in
arrested
arrangeme
and
nts
are
prob'
some,had been previous job experience has
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